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Preface 

‘Modern Yashogaatha’ is a beautiful bouquet of our illustrious alumni carefully picked and 

arranged with care for the fragrance of knowledge they have been spreading the world over. Our 

alumni are our pride. They are the torch-bearers of this institution who have, with their dedicated 

efforts, endeavored to light up their paths to glory. It is with immense joy and pride that I take 

this opportunity to unveil the numerous success stories of these shining stars. It is however 

imperative at this juncture, to shed light on their alma mater, and its concerted efforts in 

grooming each of these achievers!  

                      Progressive Education Society’s Modern College of Arts, Science and Commerce 

made a humble beginning in the 90s and ever since then, have not spared a single opportunity to 

learn, grow and excel. A multi-faculty college, it not only offers traditional courses but also 

caters to emerging fields of knowledge through its wide variety of academic programs. The 

institution which has been re-accredited with an A Grade by NAAC also received the DBT Star 

College Award and DST FIST Program. Our college strongly believes in the maxim innovation 

is the key to success, and continually foresees avenues to enrich its students through a multi-

dimensional approach.  

                        Our painstaking effort to nurture young minds into multi-faceted personalities 

with a strong sense of responsibility towards community and society at large has produced many 

a committed professionals in their chosen fields. We have achievers in almost all fields’ viz 

academics, research, sports, arts, fine-arts, the armed forces and entrepreneurship. Our students 

are recipients and nominees of the most prestigious Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Award. One of 

our students from the department of Microbiology was selected for the IASc-INSA-NASI 

Summer Research Fellowship at Bose Institute, Kolkata. 

                           Our students have also secured University ranks and declared Merit holders in 

National-level competitive examinations including NET, GATE etc. A remarkable number of 

our alumni have successfully completed their PhDs from renowned centers of higher education 

and research both from national and international Universities. Henrich Heine University of 

Dusseldorf, Germany, University of Pierre and Marie Curie, Paris, National University of 

Singapore, Innsbruck Medical University, Austria, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, 

Bengaluru, Department of Technology, S. P. Pune University, Institute of Biotechnology and 

Bioinformatics, S. P. Pune University, are a few names to reckon with.  
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           It is indeed a matter of great pride for the college to have its students as faculty members 

in some of these reputed universities. 

Our students have made commendable achievements in sports and games too. The college has a 

good number of ‘Shiv Chhtrapati’ awardees- the highest state award for sports persons.Several 

sportspersons from the college have made their mark in the international scene too and emerged 

victorious. 

                    Our alumni have made their presence felt in the field of arts, fine arts, media and 

music too.  We have also produced a sizeable number of entrepreneurs besides many in the IT 

sector. 

               It goes without saying that the success of our alumni is actually a reflection of the 

sincere efforts taken by the institution to produce multi-dimensional responsible citizens by 

inculcating in them scientific insights coupled with cultural ethos and moral values. This is 

indeed a translation of the farsighted vision of our patron Dr. G.R Ekbote and his Management 

team which has on its Board the Secretary, Prof. Shamkant Deshmukh, Deputy Secretaries Prof. 

Mrs. Jyotsna Ekbote and Dr. Prakash Dixit, and Joint Secretary Prof. Suresh Todkar.  

             The college owes its gratitude to Modernites- our registered Alumni Association for 

being closely associated with its alma mater in its day-to-day functioning and contributing to its 

development and progress. This is done by way of grooming students to increase their 

employability, conducting personality development sessions, assisting in placements and 

promoting entrepreneurial talent through Vividhaa- a platform for exhibition-cum-sale. 

              It is my privilege and honor to introduce one and all to the gems of our college through 

this publication which is dedicated to the glorious journey of our students who have made it big 

in their respective careers. I am truly overwhelmed by their sincere words of praise and gratitude 

to the institution which happens to be their launching pad. 

I also take this opportunity to congratulate the Vice-principals, Heads of the Departments, and 

the editorial team of MODERN YASHOGAATHA for wonderfully documenting the success 

stories of our glorious alumni. 

Dr. Sanjay Kharat 

Principal 
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II ÙððùÀÐðá ±ðóÃð IIII ÙððùÀÐðá ±ðóÃð IIII ÙððùÀÐðá ±ðóÃð IIII ÙððùÀÐðá ±ðóÃð II    

 

òãðÌðð ãðøØðãð òãðâðçð÷ ¸ð÷Æð÷ Ðððãð ÃÚððµð÷ ÙððùÀÐðá ! 

£ÃÃðÙððµðð ÏÚððçð ¸ð÷Æð÷ Ãð÷µð ¡çð÷ ÙððùÀÐðá. 

¨îðòÐð¾¨îÜðüµÚðð çÙðöÃðó ¸ðð±ðãðó Ñßð÷±ß÷òçðãè ÙððùÀÐðá 

¡ÀÆðúÛððüãðÜ ÙððÃð ¨îòÜÃðçð÷ òãðò¸ð±ðóæðõ ÙððùÀÐðá! 

çãðÜÙððÏðôÜóµðó ÃððÐð ¡çðð÷ ãðð òãðòãðÏðÃð÷µð÷ Ãð÷ ØððÐð, 

çðüäðð÷ÏðÐððµðó ¸ððÂð,ÑßÚðÃÐð Ñð÷¾ü¾çðþµðó Ãðó ®ððÂð. 

ÙðøÇðÐððãðÜ çðü±ðÂð¨îðãðÜ çð¸ðãðó £üµð ¨îÙððÐð, 

çÑðÏððá, £ÑðªîÙð Úðð çðãððáïü ãðÜ ±ðð¸ðãðó Üð¸Úð ÙððùÀÐðá ! 

òãðÌððÑðó¿óÚð ×ðòêðçððüÐðó Üðü¸ðÂð ýÆðâð÷ ØðÜâð÷, 

Ððù¨î òçÃðòÙðÃð, ¡Ððþ ¶ðëððüµð÷ ¸ðÜóÑð¾¨÷î £Àâð÷. 

£¸ðú÷ Ñßðü±ðÂð £ÃçððèðÐð÷ Ðððãð ÃÚððµð÷ ÙððùÀÐðá, 

×ððâð¨î –Ñððâð¨î-µððâð¨î Úððüµð÷ ¦÷¨Úð ®ðôâð÷ Ãð÷ ÙððùÀÐðá. 

µðÃðô:äðöüö±ðó ÙððÃð÷µðð ¡ðòäðæð Àðù¨¾Üðüçð âððØðâðð, 

µðøÃðÐÚððµðð ¡ÙðöÃð¨îâðäð ¸ðð÷ ÃÚððµð÷ Ðððãð ÙððùÀÐðá! 

Ü¸ðÃð Ùðèð÷Ãçðãðó Ùððü±ðâÚððµðð ÑðÆðÇäðóá ãðçðð ÙððùÀÐðá, 

ÑðôÂÚðÐð±ðÜóãðÜ, çðôòãðÌð ¸ðÐððüãðÜ ¿çðð Ãðð÷µð ÙððùÀÐðá! 
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Kiran Deepak Desai 
Vice President of Modernites- The Alumni Association 
Director of Shree Swami Samarth Tours & Travels 
 

 

I graduated in Commerce from Modern College Ganeshkhind in 1999. During my college days I 

worked for Bharat Electronics Pashan as a casual labour for 6 months. Later I joined Indo 

Mastushita Home Appliances as a Product Promoter where I gathered experience for 1 year and 

shifted to Kalyani Finance as Sales Representative where I worked for 8 months. I always dreamt 

of being an entrepreneur. I started my own travel business by the name Shree Swami Samarth 

Tours & Travels in 1999. 

               The name of the company being long-winding and difficult to pronounce by my 

international clients, I started a new firm by the name Swamiraj Tourism in 2002. In a short span 

of 6 years I acquired many corporate clients. In the year 2007 my company had to be registered 

for Service Tax. Hence, as suggested by my Chartered Accountant, I started a new partnership 

firm with Kanaka Natekar by the name M/S Shree Swami Samarth Tours & Travels.  

    At present I have a fleet of 22 Coaches, ranging from 13 Seat to 53 Seat. I am proud to inform 

that I am the only person in Pune who has 3 Volvos, 1 Multi Axel Mercedes Coach in the fleet, 

and the other coaches are high end Ac Coach. I have been catering to almost all Star Category 

Hotels in Pune. Some of the companies for whom I am a registered vendor are Kirloskar 

Brothers Ltd, Thermax TBWES, Globant Technologies, Synecron Technologies, Xoriant 

Solutions India, Yamazaki Mazak, IUCAA Pune.         

  I made a very humble beginning and have worked hard to reach a successful position today. But 

I haven’t forgotten the institution where I learnt to dream big. Today I am privileged to be 

closely associated with Modern College as the Vice President of Modernites- the Alumni 

Association. I have strongly felt the urge to contribute to my alma mater and I’m glad that I find 

time from my busy schedule to share my journey of success, my grit and determination to scale 

newer heights with the students here and help in inspiring them. I shall always remain indebted 

to my teachers here who helped me grow into a responsible individual and a successful 

entrepreneur. 
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Vwfma ‘wwwioVwfma ‘wwwioVwfma ‘wwwioVwfma ‘wwwio    
�डिजटल J«m‘J«m‘J«m‘J«m‘  सं	थापक 

‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO ----    ""kmZ{díd""kmZ{díd""kmZ{díd""kmZ{díd''''''''    
 

 kmZJ«hU d kmZXmZ øm XmoÝhr Jmoï>r g§ñ‘aUr¶ AZw^d XoVmV. AmB©Zo {eH${dboë¶m 

n{hë¶m AjamnmgyZ Vo ‘m{hVr V§ÌkmZmÀ¶m ‘hmgmJamn¶ªV ôQ>bobm àË¶oH$ {dMma åhUOo kmZ 

Am{U ôQ>bobm àË¶oH$ ì¶³Vr åhUOo Jwé. 

 ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO, JUoeqIS>, nwUo ho AgoM EH$ ZmdmObobo ‘hm{dÚmb¶, Ho$di A‘yë¶ 

kmZ XoUmaoM Zmhr Va àmÜ¶mnH$ d {dÚmÏ¶mªMo AVyQ> ZmVo OnUmao EH$ {Oìhmù¶mMo {R>H$mU Ag§ 

åhUVmV H$s nwñVH$mVyZ Ho$di ‘m{hVr {‘iVo ‘mÌ Jwé§H$Sy>Z ""kmZ àmßV hmoVo. 

 ‘r 2012 gmbr ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO‘Ü¶o M.Com. bm àdoe KoVbm Infosys H§$nZr‘Ü¶o 

ZmoH$ar H$aVm H$aVm {ejU KoUo AdKS> OmB©b Ago dmQ>bo. nU H$m°boO‘Ü¶o Amë¶mda A‘mob, 

Iwed§V, e¡boe, {dO¶ gmaIo OrdbJ {‘Ì ôQ>bo. Mm§Jbm J«wn {‘imë¶m‘wio Aä¶mgmMo Q>|eZ 

H$YrM Xÿa nimbo hmoVo. ‘§Oyfm Hw$bH$Uu ‘°S>‘, {dO¶mbú‘r Hw$bH$Uu ‘°S>‘, {Z{b‘m JmdS>o 

‘°S>‘ åhUOo kmZmMm Z g§nUmam ñÌmoV. Ë¶m§À¶m bo³Mg©bm ~gë¶mda bo³Ma H$Yr g§nyM Z¶o 

Ago dmQ>Vo. 

 ‘°S>‘~Ôb dmQ>Umar AmXa¶w³V {^Vr AmhoM ‘mÌ H$moUVrhr AS>MU {~ZYmñVnUo Ë¶m§Zm 

gm§JVm ¶mdr hm AmË‘{dídmghr Ë¶m§ZrM {Xbm.  

 

 H$m°boO‘Ü¶o g§nmXZ Ho$boë¶m AmË‘{dídmgmÀ¶m {eXmoarda ‘r Ah‘XZJa‘Ü¶o g§JUH$ 

à{ejU g§ñWm gwé Ho$br. ‘°S>‘À¶m ‘mJ©Xe©Zm‘wio ì¶dgm¶ gwé H$aÊ¶mMo YmS>g {‘imbo. 

Jwé§À¶m nmdbmda nmD$b R>oD$Z nwT>o Mmbmdo Agm {ZíM¶ Ho$bm Am{U J«m‘rU ^mJmVrb {dÚmWu 

{‘Ìm§gmR>r Digital J«m‘ hr g§H$ënZm gwMbr. J«m‘rU {dÚmÏ¶mª‘Ü¶o g§JUH$m~Ôb JmoS>r {Z‘m©U 

ìhmdr d g§̂ mfU H$bo‘Ü¶o à^wËd {‘imdo øm Ñï>rZo à¶ËZ gwé Pmbo. ""g§JUH$ à{ejU d 

B§p½be g§^mfU H$bm øm H$m¡eë¶ {dH$mg ¶moOZoZo àJVrMr {Xem KQ>br d Odinmg XrS> 

hOma {dÚmÏ¶mªn¶ªV Amåhr nmohMy eH$bmo. J«m‘rU ^mJm‘Ü¶o øm ZdrZ CnH«$‘mbm Mm§Jbm 

à{VgmX bm^bm. H$mhr {R>H$mUr AS>MUtZmhr gm‘moao Omdo bmJbo ‘mÌ Jwé§Zr {Xboë¶m 

AmË‘{dídmgmnwT>o Ë¶m AS>MUr {H$aH$moi dmQy> bmJë¶m. ‘§Oyfm Hw$bH$Uu ‘°S>‘À¶m A‘yë¶ 

‘mJ©Xe©Zm‘wio Mm§Jë¶m g§YrÀ¶m ì¶dgm¶m‘Ü¶o H$gm Cn¶moJ H$am¶Mm ho g‘Obo.  
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 ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO‘Yrb àeñV bm¶~«ar, e¡j{UH$ dmVmdaU d {eñV øm‘wio 

‘mÂ¶mgma»¶m AZoH$ {dÚmÏ¶mª‘Yo gH$mamË‘H$ ~Xb KSy>Z Ambm Amho. VgoM CÚmoJ OJVmV 

^amar KoÊ¶mMo ~i {‘imbo Amho.  

 ‘mÂ¶m Am¶wî¶mV ‘bm bm^boë¶m AmXaUr¶ {ejH$m§Mo d {à¶ {‘Ìn[admamMo ‘r 

‘ZmnmgyZ Am^ma ‘mZVmo.     
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                    {ddoH$ a‘oe H$m§~io{ddoH$ a‘oe H$m§~io{ddoH$ a‘oe H$m§~io{ddoH$ a‘oe H$m§~io    
      àmopìhOZ Am°{’$ga 
     ¶wZm¶Q>oS> ~±H$ Am°’$ B§{S>¶m 

 

 
 

‘r ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boOMm ‘mOr {dÚmWu Amho. ‘r 2014 ‘Ü¶o B{Vhmg ¶m {df¶mV E‘.E. hr nXdr 

KoVbr Amho. Ë¶mZ§Va ‘r ñnYm© n[ajm§Mr V¶mar gwé Ho$br. 2015 ‘Ü¶o Am¶.~r.nr. Eb.Eg. hr 

~±H$s̈JMr n[ajm CËVrU© Pmbmo d ¶wZm¶Q>oS> ~±H$ Am°’$ B§{S>¶m ‘Ü¶o àmopìhOZ Am°{’$ga ¶m 

nXmda Amho. H$m°boO‘Ü¶o AgVmZm ‘bm gd©M {ejH$m§Zr ‘moR>çm à‘mUmda ‘XV Ho$br. ‘r ¶m 

H$m°boOMm A§Y {dÚmWu hmoVmo. ‘r {ejU KoV Agboë¶m H$mbmdYrV ^mVI§S>o ‘°S>‘ ¶m ‘bm 

B{Vhmg ¶m {df¶mbm hmoË¶m. Ë¶m§Zr ‘bm nwñVHo$ {‘idyZ XoUo VgoM n[ajoÀ¶m doio~ÔbMr, 

Aä¶mgH«$‘m~Ôb ì¶p³VJV ‘m{hVr nwa{dbr. VgoM ‘mÂ¶m H$m°boOÀ¶m CnàmMm¶© JJZJ«mg 

‘°S>‘ ¶m§Zr XoIrb {d{dY ‘m{hVr ‘bm doimodoir nwa{dbr ¶m H$m°boOMo àmMm¶© IamV ga ¶m§Zr 

XoIrb ‘bm ‘mZ{gH$ AmYma {Xbm. 
 

 ‘bm H${dVm§Mm XoIrb N>§X Amho. ‘r H$mhr {b{hboë¶m H${dVm§Mm g‘mdoe H$m°boOÀ¶m 

‘m{gH$mV Ho$bm Amho. ‘bm hm‘m}{Z¶‘ dmXZm§Mm XoIrb N>§X Amho. H$m°boOÀ¶m H$m¶©H«$‘mV ‘r 

hm‘m}{Z¶‘ dmXZ Ho$bo hmoVo. AmO ‘r ¶m H$m°boO‘Ü¶o Zmhr Var XoIrb ^mVI§S>o ‘°S>‘ d 

JJZJ«mg ‘°S>‘, ¶m AmO XoIrb ‘XVrMm hmV XoVmV. ¶m H$m°boOÀ¶m ‘XVr ‘wioM ‘r AmO 

~±Ho$V Am°{’$ga ¶m nXmda Amho. ‘r ¶m H$m°boOMm gX¡d F$Ur amhrb. 

***** 
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gwaoIm Zm‘Xod Bï>ogwaoIm Zm‘Xod Bï>ogwaoIm Zm‘Xod Bï>ogwaoIm Zm‘Xod Bï>o 
‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO Am°’$ AmQ>©g, 
gm¶Ýg A±S> H$m°‘g©, 
JUoeqIS>, nwUo.o 
 

 
 

 
 ‘r gwaoIm Zm‘Xod Bï>o, ‘r amOJwéZJa ¶m Jmdm‘YyZ ~mamdrnmgyZ nwT>rb 

{ejUmgmR>r nwÊ¶mV Ambo. ‘mÂ¶m {ejUmgmR>r d{S>bm§Zr d H$mH$m§Zr ‘bm [eH$Ê¶mg nmqR>~m 

{Xbm. ‘mÂ¶m H$mH$m§Zr ‘bm Ago gyM{dbo H$s Vy ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO‘Ü¶o {ejUmg gwédmV H$a Voìhm 

‘r ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO‘Ü¶o F.Y.B.A. À¶m ‘m°S>Z© H$m°booO nmhVmM ‘bm Iyn AmdS>b§. ‘J ‘r R>adb§ 

AmnU ømM H$m°boO‘Ü¶o {ejU nyU© H$am¶M§. ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO‘Ü¶o gwédmVrbm ZdrZ dmQ>m¶M§. 

nU hiyhiy H$m°boO {df¶r ‘bm ‘m{hVr hmoV Jobr. ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boOMrd¡{eï>¶o åhUOo Mm§Jbo 

J«§Wmb¶, Am°{’$g, H±$Q>rZ Am{U ³bmgé‘ AmhoV. VgoM ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boOÀ¶m ‘w»¶mÜ¶m{nH$m Am{U 

àmÜ¶mnH$ Am{U àmÜ¶m{nH$m ¶m§Zr Mm§Jbo ghH$m¶© Ho$bo. H$m°bOoMo AmUIr Mm§Jbo d¡{eï>¶o 

{dÚmWu Am{U {dÚm{W©Zr Amnë¶m hmVmZo ~Z{dboë¶m dñVy§Mo àXe©Z ^adbo OmVo. VgoM 

go{‘Zma d {d{dY àH$maMr ì¶m»¶mZo ^adbr OmVmV.  
 

 

       ‘r B{Vhmg hm {df¶ Xþgè¶m dfm©bm {eH$Ê¶mg KoVbm. Voìhm ‘mPr AmoiI XmoZ 

àmÜ¶m{nH$m§er Pmbr. ‘bm gJio ~mobm¶Mo B{Vhmg {df¶ AdKS> AgVmo. nU ¶m XmoZ 

àmÜ¶m{nH$m§‘wio ‘bm B{Vhmg ¶m {df¶mV JmoS>r {Z‘m©U Pmbr. ‘r AmVm gÜ¶m ZmoH$ar H$arV 

Amho. gmVmam ¶m {R>H$mUr nwUo {Oëhm n[afX H$m¶m©b¶mV ""³bmH©$ ¶m nXmda H§$ÌmQ>r nÜXVrZo 

H$m‘ H$aV Amho. amOJwéZJa ‘Ü¶o XmoZ df©o Xþæ¶‘ {Z~§YH$ H$m¶m©b¶mV IaoXrIV, gmR>oIV 

g§JUH$mda H$m‘ Ho$bo nwUo {Oëhm n[afX H$m¶m©b¶mV EH$ dfm©Mm AZŵ d H$m‘mMm Amho. 

 
 
 

***** 
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à{VH$ amo{hXmg dèhmS>rà{VH$ amo{hXmg dèhmS>rà{VH$ amo{hXmg dèhmS>rà{VH$ amo{hXmg dèhmS>r    
Controllerate of Quality Assurance 
 Ammunition Khadaki, Pune. 
    
    
    

 

ZwH$VrM ~mV‘r H$mZmda Ambr H$s Amnë¶m H$m°boO Zo 24 df} nyU© Ho$br. Am{U OyÝ¶m 

AmR>dUtZm COmim {‘imbm. H$‘dm Am{U {eH$m ‘YyZ bmJbobr Saving Mr gd¶, Sports 

‘YyZ {‘imbobr Fitness, N.S,S, Camp ‘YyZ bmJbobr Social Work Mr AmdS> ... 

 ZwH$VrM College bm ^oQ> {Xbr Ë¶mVyZ College M§ ZdrZM én g‘moa Amb§. ^ì¶ 

Entry Gate, AÚmdV Laboratory Am{U gdm©V ‘hËdmM§ åhUOo ‘moR>r Liabrary Aer 

Liabrary  Am‘À¶m doir AgVr Va h§ ... 

 Z§Va ‘J nmdb§ dimbr Vr Am‘À¶m History Department H$S>o ^mVI§S>o ‘°S>‘H$S>o 

VmoM hgam Moham VrM Energy.  AmYrnmgyZ Agbobr B{VhmgmMr AmdS> ^mVI§S>o ‘°S>‘ ‘wio 

OmñVM dmT>br Am{U Ë¶mVM ^a nS>br Vr ‘moS>r {b{nÀ¶m ³bmgogMr. ‘°S>‘ ‘wioM B{VhmgmMm 

Vm¡b{ZH$ Aä¶mg H$gm H$amdm ¶mM ‘mJ©Xe©Z {‘imb§.  

 B{VhmgmÀ¶m doS>mVyZ H$moëhmnya dmar Pmbr Am{U {VWo à{ejU {‘imb§ {edH$mbrZ 

¶wÜX H$boM§. ¶mVyZM C^m am{hbm ""{ed¶moÜXm ‘Xm©Zr AmImS>m, ¶m ‘m’©$V AmVm n¶ªV 25 VéU 

VéUtZm {edH$mbrZ ¶wÜXH$boM (bmR>rH$mR>r, Vbdma~mOr, Xm§S>nQQ>m, ^mbm, Am{U ‘ëb 

Im§~mMo à{ejU XoV Amho. ¶m H$m¶©H«$‘mVyZ C^m amhUmè¶m {ZYrVyZ ‘wbm‘wbtZm Eo{Vhm{gH$ 

‘hËd Am{U ‘m{hVr XoÊ¶mMm CnH«$‘ gwé Pmbm ¶mVyZM nwT>o gm‘m{OH$ g§ñWm§Zm ‘XV H$aÊ¶mMm 

Amåhm VéUm§Mm CÔoe Amho. 

 nwÊ¶mV Amë¶mnmgyZ H$m°boOMm n{hbm {Xdg Vo eodQ>À¶m {Xdgmn¶ªV d 

AmOmVmJm¶Vhr gmYmaU hm VrZ dfm©Mm H$mbmdYr, {dMma Ho$bm H$s ¶m H$mbmdYrV H$m¶ 

{eH$m¶bm {‘imb§, OmVmZm H$m¶ KoD$Z Mmbbmo Va CËVa ¶oVo H$s ¶mM ¶m VrZ dfm©V Am¶wî¶ 

^amMr {eXmoar KoD$Z Mmbbmo. Va CËVa ¶oVo H s Ia§M§ ¶m VrZ dfm©V Am¶wî¶^amMr {eXmoar 

KoD$Z nwT>Mm àdmg Mmby Ho$bm¶. Or ¶m{R>H$mUr, g§ñH$mag‘ {eXmoar {‘imbr Amho. {VMm AmO 

d nwT>rb Am¶wî¶mV Iyn ’$m¶Xm hmoVmo¶. ‘hËdmM§ BWo ¶oD$Z H$m¶ {‘idb§ Va ¶m {R>H$mUr ‘bm 
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Am¶wî¶^a gmW XoVrb, gmo~V amhVrb Aer Mm§Jbr ‘mUg§ {‘imbr d hrM Iar g§nËVr 

‘mZVmo. nwÊ¶mV Amë¶mnmgyZ Iyn gmè¶m Jmoï>r {eH$m¶bm {‘imë¶m Iyn gmar H$m°boO nm{hbr 

na§Vw Amnë¶m ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boOMoEH$ d¡{eï>¶ H$moR>oM AmT>iV Zmhr H$s BWbr ‘mUg§ åhUOo 

àmMm¶m©nmgwVo Vo gd© ñQ>m’$ d àmÜ¶mnH$ dJ© BWo ‘wbm§Zm Amë¶mda Amnbg§ dmQ>md§ Aer 

dmJUyH$ {‘iVo. JaOw§Zm ‘XV {‘iVo. ‘wbhr gd© ^mJmVyZ Amë¶m‘wio àË¶oH$mMo ì¶³Vr‘Ëd 

Aä¶mgVm ¶oVo. Vg§ BWo Iyn {eH$bmo. hm H$m°boOMm VrZ dfm©Mm H$mbmdYr åhUOo ‘mÂ¶m 

Am¶wî¶mVrb gwdU© ¶wJmMm H$mi hmoVm AmO ‘r ‘mZVmo.  

 H$m°boO ‘YyZ ~mhoa nS>ë¶mda ‘mPrhr AerM AdñWm hmoVr {H$ Zo‘H§$ AmVm H$m¶ 

H$é¶mV XmoZ S>Jarda nm¶ R>oD$Z C^m hmoVmo. Zo‘H§$ H$m¶ H$amd§ ho g‘OV ZìhVo. Z§Va ñnYm© 

narjm H$aV hmoVmo gd©M OU H$aVmV åhUyZ ‘r gwÜXm ¶mM àdmhmV dmhV hmoVmo. nU ‘Z a‘V 

ZìhVo, amhÿZ amhÿZ gVV AmVbr KS>nS> em§V ~gy XoV ZìhVr. d ‘J C‘Jbo H$s Ia§M Amnbm 

àdmg hm {Xem{hZ Mmby Amho. ¶mbm H$mhr {Xem Zmhr ‘J {MMmam§Vr eodQ>r OmUrd Pmbr Vr 

""ñd Mr AmoiI ñdV…bm AmoiIyZ joÌ {ZdS>m¶M§ d {ZdS>boë¶m joÌmV CËV‘ Am{U à{V^md§V 

ìhm¶M§ d ‘J hm ‘mJ© YéZ àdmg Mmby Ho$bm, ñdH«$m§Vr, ñd{Z{‘©Vr H$am¶Mr R>adbo d AmnU 

Amnbm ì¶dgm¶ C^mam¶Mm d ¶m‘Ü¶o Amnbo ¶e {‘idm¶M§ ho R>adyZ H$[aAabm gwédmV 

Ho$br. àW‘ gwédmV H$aVmZm Odi H$mhrM ^m§S>db ZìhVo. Vgm Am{W©H$ nmqR>~mhr ZìhVm 

ì¶dgm¶ Mmbw H$aÊ¶mgmR>r Iyn gmè¶m Jmoï>tMr JaO AgVo. d Ago H$mhrM Odi ZìhVo. na§Vw 

‘ZmV ‘moR>r {OÔ d {MH$mQ>r R>odbr, dmQ>ob Vo H$ï> H$aÊ¶mMr V¶mar R>odbr d gwédmVrbm 

åhQ>ë¶m à‘mUo eãXMr YZ Amnwbo d ¶m {R>H$mUr Am¶wî¶^a gmW XoVrb Aer OmoS>bobr gmo~V 

‘mUg§ hmoVr. ¶m‘wio Iyn ghOVoZo gmè¶m Jmoï>r nma nmS>ë¶m Joë¶m {‘Ì n[admam§Mr, 

d{S>bYmè¶m ‘mUgm§Mr, àmÜ¶mnH$m§Mr gmo~V, Ë¶m§Mo AZw^d, ‘mJ©Xe©Z ¶mMmhr Iyn ’$m¶Xm 

hmoVmo¶. Zo‘H$sM ì¶dgm¶mbm gwédmV Ho$br Amho. ¶m{R>H$mUr ‘Z Mm§Jbo a‘Vo¶, AmVm nwT>Mm 

àdmg Mmbw Amho. Iyn ¶e {‘idm¶M§ Amho. OrdZmV nwT>o OmD$Z H$m‘ Mmby AgVmZm WmoS>§ 

g^modVmbrhr Iyn gmao àíZ Am dmgyZ C^o AmhoV. n¶m©daUmMm àíZ ^oS>gmdVmo¶, g‘mOmV 

Xm[aÚVm, ~oH$mar, {ejU, ‘wb ŷV gmoB©gw{dYm, VgoM amOH$maU, g‘mOH$maU, gm{hË¶ AmO gma§ 

H$mhr ¶mH$S>ohr bj XoD$Z ho Aä¶mgm¶M Amho BWbo àíZ gmoS>dm¶Mo AmhoV d eodQ>r Am¶wî¶ 

Iyn gw§Xa Amho Vo àË¶oH$mZo ^a^éZ OJm¶M§ d OJdyZ Úm¶M§ d Amnbr d Amnë¶m XoemMr 

àJVr VgoM {dídMr ‘mPo Ka ho bjmV R>oD$Z àË¶oH$mZo Amnë¶m OrdZmMm àdmg H$am¶Mm. 

***** 
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à{Xn CËV‘ Mm§Xoaoà{Xn CËV‘ Mm§Xoaoà{Xn CËV‘ Mm§Xoaoà{Xn CËV‘ Mm§Xoao    
    
    
    

    

... öX¶ AmR>dU ...... öX¶ AmR>dU ...... öX¶ AmR>dU ...... öX¶ AmR>dU ...    

 ‘mP§ ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boOer Iyn OdiM§ Am{U AVwQ> Ag§ ZmV§ Amho. H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o hmoUmao 

gm§ñH¥${VH$ H$m¶©H«$‘, {d{dY ñnYm©, JoñQ> bo³Ma, gm‘m{OH$ H$m¶©H«$‘ N.S.S. Mm gh^mJ, 

àmMm¶©, CnàmMm¶©, VgoM {ejH$m§Mo ~hþ‘mob Ago ‘mJXe©Zm‘wioM ‘r ‘mPo ì¶³Vr‘ËËd Am{U 

ì¶mg{nR> KS>dw eH$bmo. ‘r H$m°boObm AgVmZm 3000 Vo 3500 {dÚmWu g§»¶m Agob, àmMm¶© 

S>m°. g§O¶ IamV ga ¶m§Mm àË¶oH$ {dÚmÏ¶mªda H$Q>mj Agm¶Mm, àmMm¶mªZr {dÚmÏ¶mª‘Ü¶o 

{eñVnUm Am{U ì¶³Vr‘ËËd KS>dyZ AmUbo. Ogo Hw§$^ma ‘S>³¶m§Zm gw§Xa AmH$ma XoD$Z ‘S>Ho$ 

KS>dVmo VgmM AmH$ma àmMm¶mªZr {dÚmÏ¶mªÀ¶m OrdZmbm {Xbm Amho. OoUoH$éZ {dÚmWu 

ñdVm…À¶m OrdZm‘Ü¶o H$‘r nS>Uma Zmhr. 

 

 ‘bm AOyZ AmR>dVmo Vmo {Xdg Á¶m {Xder ‘r ‘hm{dÚmb¶mV 2007 gmbr ~r.E. 

(B.A.) bm àdoe KoVbm. gwédmVrÀ¶m {^Vr‘¶ dmVmdaU hmoVo na§Vw hiwhiw ‘hm{dÚmb¶mV a‘V 

Jobmo. {‘Ì-‘¡{ÌUr ^oQ>bo, gd© àmÜ¶mnH$mg§Jo AmoiI Pmbr, H$m°boO‘Ü¶o hmoUmao gm§ñH¥${VH$ 

H$m¶©H«$‘, {d{dY ñnYm©, JoñQ> bo³Ma, gm‘m{OH$ H$m¶©H«$‘, N.S.S. Mm gh^mJ, ¶m‘wio 

Am¶wî¶mbm Zdo diU {‘imbo.  ~r.E. (B.A.) Mr VrZ df} nyU© Pmë¶mZ§Va H$mhr KaJwVr 

H$maUmñVd ‘bm E‘. E. (M.A.) bm ‘hm{dÚmb¶mV àdoe KoVm Ambm Zmhr, Ë¶m‘wio ~mhoéZ 

E‘.E. Mr XmoZ df} nwU© H$aÊ¶mMo R>a{dbo na§Vy Ë¶mdoir B{Vhmg à‘wI àm. lwVr ^mVI§S>o, d 

àm.ídoVm gm~io ¶m§Zr H$m°boO‘Yrb {dÚmWu ZgwZhr Iyn ‘moR>çm à‘mUmV ‘XV Ho$br Vr 

{dgaUo e³¶M Zmhr. Ë¶mdoir ‘r B{Vhmg hm {df¶ {ZdS>ë¶m‘wio N>ÌnVr {edam¶ d AZoH$ 

Wmoa ‘moR>çm ì¶³VrMr Zì¶mZo AmoiI hmoV Jobr. ¶m‘wioM ‘r EH$m IoS>oJmdm§V ahmV Agë¶m‘wio 

gm‘m{OH$ H$m¶m©Mr AmoT> {Z‘m¥U Pmbr ¶m ^mdZo‘YwZM JmdmV ~§X Pmbobr {edO¶§Vr 5 

dfm©Z§Va nwÝhm gwé H$éZ Ë¶m‘m’©$V gm‘m{OH$ CnH«$‘ am~dV Amho. gÜ¶m ‘r ‘mPo g§JUH$ 
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à{ejU dJ© gwé Ho$bo Amho, Ë¶m‘wio A§YlÜXm {Z‘w©bZ, VgoM ‘hmË‘m, emhÿ, ’w$bo, Am§~oS>H$a 

¶m§À¶m O¶§Vr d nwÊ¶{VWr gmOar H$éZ g‘mO à~moYZmMo H$m‘ H$aV Amho. 

 

 ~r.E. Am{U E‘.E. (B{Vhmg) nXdr KoD$Z ‘mPo {ejU nyU© Pmbo. ‘bm A{^‘mZ 

dmQ>Vmo H$s, àm.S>m°. lwVr ^mVI§S>o d àm. ídoVm gm~io ¶m§À¶mgmaIo àmÜ¶mnH$ bm^bo. {dÚmÏ¶mªg 

g‘Oob Aem gmÜ¶m gmoß¶m ^mfoV Am{U AË¶§V Vi‘irZo {eH$dV AgV, H$moUË¶mhr AS>MUr 

Agmo AJXr ghOVoZo gmoS>dV AgV. dJm©‘Ü¶o àË¶oH$ {dÚmÏ¶mªg g‘OVo H$m ho OmUwZ KoV, 

àË¶oH$ {dÚmÏ¶mªer g§dmX gmYyZ AS>MUr gmoS>dV AgV. àmÜ¶mnH$m§Zr {dÚmÏ¶mªZm ZwgV§ 

{eH$dwZ {eñV bmdbr Zmhr Va, Ë¶m§Zr OrdZmMo Ag§ A‘¥V nmOb§ H$s, OrdZm‘Ü¶o H$Yrhr 

IMUma ZmhrV Am{U Y¡¶m©Zo àË¶oH$ AS>MUtZm gm‘moao OmVrb. 

 

 ‘mPr {dÚmWu åhUyZ ‘bm IamoIaM gd©M Jmoï>rMm A{^‘mZ dmQ>Vmo H$s, {dMmar, Vk 

Vi‘irZo {eH${dUmao, {dÚmÏ¶mªda g§ñH$ma KS>{dUmao àmÜ¶mnH$ ‘bm bm^bo. Iao Va OÝ‘XmVo 

AmB©d{S>b Amnë¶mbm g§ñH$ma {eH${dVmV na§Vy OrdZmbm H$bmQ>Ur XoUmao ’$³V H$m°boO ‘Yrb 

AmB©-d{S>bM ({ejH$, {ejHo$Va H$‘©Mmar) H$é eH$VmV. H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o ¶mo½¶ doioV {‘iV 

Agbobm Platform Ia§M Iyn Cn¶moJr Pmbm. AmO ‘r Á¶m ¶e {eIamda Amho ¶mM§ lo¶ ‘r 

Z³H$sM ‘mÂ¶m ‘m°S>©Z H$m°boObm XoB©b H$maU BWwZM ‘bm Mm§Jb Exposure {‘imbm gd© 

{ejH$m§Zr àmoËgmhZ {Xbo. ‘hm{dÚmb¶mg {‘imbobm NAAC H$Sy>Z ‘A’ Grade’ NSS, NCC  

Am{U {O‘ImZm {d^mJmZo {‘idbobo ^aKmog ¶e ¶m gd© H$mhr A{^Z§XZmg nmÌ AmhoV Art’s 

Circle Mr àJVr AZoH$ nwañH$ma {dOoË¶m§Mr  g§»¶m ¶m gd© Jmoï>r ‘hm{dÚmb¶mÀ¶m Km¡S>Xm¡S>rMo 

{ZX}eH$ AmhoV.  

 

 AgoM {dMmar, Vk, Vi‘irZo {eH$dUmao, {dÚmÏ¶mªda ¶mo½¶ g§ñH$ma KS>{dUmao 

àmÜ¶mnH$ ‘hm{dÚmb¶mg bm^moV Am{U H$mhr dfm©nydu bmdbobo ho amonQ>§ ~hmaXma ’w$byZ 

JJZ^amar Kodmo hrM B©ída MaUr g{XÀN>m .. ! 

 

***** 
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       Santosh Koli 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 
PC TECHNOLOGY 

 

 

  
 
      Omkar Mahajan 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 
TCS 

 

 

  
 
     Swati  Samgeer 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
T. D. PATHARE COLLEGE 

 

 

  
 
 
      Shweta Sutar 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 
CAPSILON SOFTWARES 

PRIVATE LIMITED 
 

 

  
 
 
 
       Pankaj Mane 

Operations Manager 
Jagriti Yatra (Jagriti Enterprise 

Network) 
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Rakesh did his M.Sc (2009) from Modern College, Ganeshkhind.  
He received CSIR-Research Fellowship and did his PhD from NCL, Pune. He 
is a recipient of prestigious awards like Kirtee Sangorm Award for Best Student 
in CSIR NCL for year 2014, Young Associate of Maharashtra Academy of 
Sciences, India and DST Early Career Research Award (2015).  Currently he is 
working as an assistant professor at Savirtibai Phule Pune University · Institute 
of Bioinformatics and Biotechnology. Recently, he secured fellowship from 
EMBO, Germany for a short term research fellowship.  

***** 

  
Apoorva had done her B.Sc (2009) and M.Sc (2011) from Modern College, 
Ganeshkhind with distinction. She cleared exams like GATE and ICMR-JRF 
(2011). She had done Int- MTech-PhD from Praj Industries. She has two 
publications in peer reviewed journals to her credit and is currently  working as a 
biotechnologist at Praj Industries.  
 

 

                    ***** 

  
Aditi had completed her B.Sc(2008) and M.Sc(2010) from Modern 
College,Ganeshkhind with distinction. She had received Meritorious Fellow 
(2015-2020): Fellowship funded by University Grant Commission (BSR), India 
for PhD research.She had qualified GATE 2010 and GATE 2012.She has also 
received scholarship from RMD foundation  to complete MSc. Biotechnology. 
She has worked as a project assistant under various projects in NCL. She has 
published 3 research papers in peer reviewed journals. Currently, she is doing 
Ph.D in Biotechnology in University of Pune. 

***** 

Rakesh Joshi 
Assistant Professor 

SPPU 

Apporva Deshmukh 
Biotechnologist 
Praj Industries 

 
 

Aditi Bagade 
Project Assitant,NCL 
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Saurabh did his B.Sc (2008) and M.Sc (2010) from Modern College 
Ganeshkhind. After completing his M.Sc he worked as a research fellow for 
various projects at IISER Pune. He has 8 publications in peer reviewed journals 
like Cell reports.  He has also receiv
his PhD under the guidance of Dr Sanjeev Galande. He also has done 
collaborative research work with renowned scientists like C P Heisenberg (IST, 
Austria) and Shubha Tole (TIFR Mumbai). 
 

                 

 
  
 
 
Jimit Gandhi did his B.Sc (2010) and M.Sc (2012) from Modern College with 
distinction.  Currently, he is working in Accenture as Business &
Delivery Analyst and CSV Specialist. He is Involved in assisting the strategic 
team at Accenture on Life Science projects involving Business Process Mapping 
for the pharma drug development phase. 
application intended for management of drug related Adverse Events. 
had successfully completed training on Interprofessional Healthcare Informatics 
by School of Nursing, University of Minnesota.
 

 
Manoj had done his M.Sc (2012) from Modern College, Ganeshkhind. He had 
worked at “National Chemical Laboratory” Pune as Project JRF on the topic 
"Development of salt tolerant Brahmi( BacopaMonnieri sp.) plants and 
evaluation of their Antibacterial activit
NCL, Pune . Currently, he is pursuing his PhD at Institute of genomics and 
integrative biology (CSIR), New Delhi. He has published research papers in peer 
reviewed journals. 
 

 

Analyst and CSV Specialist
 

Manoj Teltumbade

 

  

Saurabh did his B.Sc (2008) and M.Sc (2010) from Modern College 
Ganeshkhind. After completing his M.Sc he worked as a research fellow for 
various projects at IISER Pune. He has 8 publications in peer reviewed journals 
like Cell reports.  He has also received SRF from CSIR and is currently pursuing 
his PhD under the guidance of Dr Sanjeev Galande. He also has done 
collaborative research work with renowned scientists like C P Heisenberg (IST, 
Austria) and Shubha Tole (TIFR Mumbai).  

                  ***** 
 

Jimit Gandhi did his B.Sc (2010) and M.Sc (2012) from Modern College with 
distinction.  Currently, he is working in Accenture as Business &
Delivery Analyst and CSV Specialist. He is Involved in assisting the strategic 
team at Accenture on Life Science projects involving Business Process Mapping 
for the pharma drug development phase. He also filed a patent for an 

ed for management of drug related Adverse Events. 
had successfully completed training on Interprofessional Healthcare Informatics 
by School of Nursing, University of Minnesota. 

***** 
 

Manoj had done his M.Sc (2012) from Modern College, Ganeshkhind. He had 
worked at “National Chemical Laboratory” Pune as Project JRF on the topic 
"Development of salt tolerant Brahmi( BacopaMonnieri sp.) plants and 
evaluation of their Antibacterial activity" under Dr. B.M. Khan, Senior Scientist, 

. Currently, he is pursuing his PhD at Institute of genomics and 
integrative biology (CSIR), New Delhi. He has published research papers in peer 

***** 

Saurabh Pradhan 
Pursuing Phd 
IISER Pune 

 

Jimit Gandhi 
Business & Technology Delivery 

Analyst and CSV Specialist, Accenture 
 

Manoj Teltumbade 
Pursuing PhD, NCL 
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Saurabh did his B.Sc (2008) and M.Sc (2010) from Modern College 
Ganeshkhind. After completing his M.Sc he worked as a research fellow for 
various projects at IISER Pune. He has 8 publications in peer reviewed journals 

and is currently pursuing 
his PhD under the guidance of Dr Sanjeev Galande. He also has done 
collaborative research work with renowned scientists like C P Heisenberg (IST, 

Jimit Gandhi did his B.Sc (2010) and M.Sc (2012) from Modern College with 
distinction.  Currently, he is working in Accenture as Business & Technology 
Delivery Analyst and CSV Specialist. He is Involved in assisting the strategic 
team at Accenture on Life Science projects involving Business Process Mapping 

He also filed a patent for an 
ed for management of drug related Adverse Events. He 

had successfully completed training on Interprofessional Healthcare Informatics 

Manoj had done his M.Sc (2012) from Modern College, Ganeshkhind. He had 
worked at “National Chemical Laboratory” Pune as Project JRF on the topic 
"Development of salt tolerant Brahmi( BacopaMonnieri sp.) plants and 

y" under Dr. B.M. Khan, Senior Scientist, 
. Currently, he is pursuing his PhD at Institute of genomics and 

integrative biology (CSIR), New Delhi. He has published research papers in peer 
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Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Cellular and Molecular Biology 
MSc by Research from Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (2008–2011) 
        Publication: Myosin Vb Mediated Plasma Membrane Homeostasis 
Regulates Peridermal Cell Size and Maintains Tissue Homeostasis in the 
Zebrafish Epidermis: PLOS Genetics. 

***** 
  
 
 
 
 

Work  experience:  
• Molecular Characterization of Bacterial Diversity Associated with Coal Mine: 
A Culture Dependent & Culture Independent approach. 
• Bacterial Diversity Associated with Soldhar, a hot spring: A Culture 
Independent approach using PGM (Ion torrent). 
• Metagenome analysis of Bacterial Diversity Associated with Mid-gut of 
Captive Tigers: A Culture Independent approach using PGM (Ion torrent). 

             ***** 
  
 

•  
 

• Dynamic proteome in enigmatic preeclampsia: An account of molecular 
mechanisms and biomarker discovery, PROTEOMICS - Clinical 
Applications 

• Immune response to chemically modified proteome, PROTEOMICS - 
Clinical Applications 

                     ***** 
  
 

 
 

Previous positions:  
• Business Development Manager, Fabtech Technologies International 

LTD, Biotech Division- Fablife, Pune Area, India 
• Business development-Europe, Neilsoft, Pune Area, India 
• Area Business Manager, Biocon, Bangalore-Nagpur 

 

Ojas Deshpande 
Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência 

Lisbon Area, Portugal 

Kunal Jani 
M.Sc. Biotech 

Project Fellow at National Centre for Cell 
Science 

 

Siddharth Akolkar 
Group Product Manager 

Diabetology & Metabolism at 
Emcure Pharmaceuticals Limited, 

Pune 

Sheon Mary 
M.Sc. Biotech, Pursuing PhD, in 

NCL 
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Previous positions:  

• Business Analyst, MultiChoice (MNet), Pune 

• Associate Consultant,Nihilent Technologies, Pune 

• Associate Consultant, Standard Bank Group, South Africa 

• Summer Intern,Ranbaxy,Mumbai 

***** 
 

Ashwin Shetty 
Post Doctoral Fellow at Harvard 

University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
 

Ph.D: Tata Institute of Fundamental research, Developmental Neuroscience, 
2005 – 2013 
Previous positions:  
Research fellow at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai 
Publications: 

• Lhx2 regulates a cortex-specific mechanism for barrel formation, PNAS, 
2013 

• Signals from the edges: the cortical hem and antihem in telencephalic 
development. In Seminars in cell & developmental biology  

                        ***** 

  
Previous positions:  

• Project Intern at National Chemical Laboratory, Pune 
• Associate Engineer-Biotechnology, Symphony Teleca, Pune 
• Base SAS v 9.3 Trainee, Cytel,Pune Area, India 
• Clinical SAS Programming Intern, Cytel, Pune Area, India 
• Research Technician, Jehangir Clinical Development Centre (JCDC), 

Pune Area, India 
• Business Analyst, MResult, Mangalore Area, India 
• Senior Business Analyst, MResult, Mangalore Area, India 

 

                                 *****

Sumit Mukherjee 
Business Analyst Cybage 

Surashree Totade 
Senior Business Analyst 

MResult Mangalore 
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 I was a student of Modern College (2005
(Botany) with distinction. I had further completed M. Sc. (Genetics and Plant 
Breeding) in the year 2013 in Sardarkrushinagar Dantiwada Agricultural 
University, Gujarat. I worked on genetical studies in pearl millet (Bajara) as my 
M. Sc. research work. In the year 2013 I got an admission in Ph.D. at Navsari 
Agricultural University, Gujarat. 
yield attributing characters in 
2016.  

 

After graduating in Botany from the Modern College, Ganeshkhind, I perceived 
my master’s in Geoinformatics at the University of Pune. I did my master’s 
dissertation at the Wildlife Institute of India (WII), Dehradun, where I mapped 
few worst invasive plants in India. Further, I joined WII as a research scholar for 
conservation projects of differe
the ‘All India Tiger Monitoring Program’, and currently developing a program 
for smart patrolling and ecological monitoring of protected areas in India. Along 
with this, I perceive my doctoral research that
dynamics of invasive plants across India for developing smart strategies against 
the climate change scenario. I was awarded the Queen Elizabeth Scholarship, 
under which I am presently conducting my research at the University 
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.

 

 

                

I was a student of Modern College (2005-2009 batch) completed B. Sc. 
(Botany) with distinction. I had further completed M. Sc. (Genetics and Plant 
Breeding) in the year 2013 in Sardarkrushinagar Dantiwada Agricultural 

. I worked on genetical studies in pearl millet (Bajara) as my 
M. Sc. research work. In the year 2013 I got an admission in Ph.D. at Navsari 

ral University, Gujarat. I worked on genetical studies with respect to 
yield attributing characters in Okra (Bhendi). I had submitted my thesis in July

***** 

 
    
    
  
 
 
 

After graduating in Botany from the Modern College, Ganeshkhind, I perceived 
Geoinformatics at the University of Pune. I did my master’s 

dissertation at the Wildlife Institute of India (WII), Dehradun, where I mapped 
few worst invasive plants in India. Further, I joined WII as a research scholar for 
conservation projects of different flagship species in India. I have been part of 
the ‘All India Tiger Monitoring Program’, and currently developing a program 
for smart patrolling and ecological monitoring of protected areas in India. Along 
with this, I perceive my doctoral research that aims to understand ecological 
dynamics of invasive plants across India for developing smart strategies against 
the climate change scenario. I was awarded the Queen Elizabeth Scholarship, 
under which I am presently conducting my research at the University 
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. 

 

***** 

Dr. Mandar Pawar 
Research Scholar 

Navsari Agricultural University, 
Gujarat 

Ninad Mungi  

Research Scholar,  
Wildlife Institute of India, 

Dehradun 
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Geoinformatics at the University of Pune. I did my master’s 

dissertation at the Wildlife Institute of India (WII), Dehradun, where I mapped 
few worst invasive plants in India. Further, I joined WII as a research scholar for 

nt flagship species in India. I have been part of 
the ‘All India Tiger Monitoring Program’, and currently developing a program 
for smart patrolling and ecological monitoring of protected areas in India. Along 

aims to understand ecological 
dynamics of invasive plants across India for developing smart strategies against 
the climate change scenario. I was awarded the Queen Elizabeth Scholarship, 
under which I am presently conducting my research at the University of British 
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List of Alumni 

 
1] Mrs. Kakade  Prachi (2005) --  Research fellow and  Doing  Ph.D. in 
Savitribai Phule Pune University  with a grant of 16 lakhs for her research 
project. 
2] Ms. Prajakta Pathare (2007) --  Research fellow and doing Ph.D. in Botanical 
survey of India.  Doing research on Koyana Forest 
3] Ms. Madhuri Pawar(2007) – Working at Botanical survey of India  as a 
laboratory assistant. 
4] Mr. Ninad Mungi  (2008) – Doing Ph.D. at wild life research Institute at 
Deharadun on ‘Effect of invasive weeds on Tiger’s number.” 
5] Gauri Valvi (2010) --  Lecturer   in Junior College 
6] Vinayak Alse (2010)  -- Lecturer in Junior College 
7] Manali Deshmukh (2008)  -- Lecturer in  Junior College 
8] Shahen Shah (2005) – Working in  Ranbaxy Pharmaceutical Company 
9] Nilesh Kale -- Working in Bayer’s India. 
10] Vishnu Kakade -- Lecturer  in a Junior College 
11] Sayali Erande – Comlited ---M.C.M.  Doing job in compony 
12] Ameya Redkar (2007) – Doing Ph. D.  in Environmental Science in 
Germany. 
13] Mandar Pawar (2009) -- Doing Ph.D. in Agricultural College  in Gujrat. 
14] Ketaki Mule (2007) -- Completed her M.Phil . from Savitribai Phule Pune 
University. 
15] Mukta Joshi (2009) – Working in research project on Oral Cancer at 
Maratha Mandal’s Dental College & Research centre , Rajiv Gandhi Univ., 
Belgaum. 
16] Vijeta Roy (2009) – Lecturer  in Botany at Darjeeling. 
17] Niraj Pathak (2010) -- Working in Genome Biotech. Business Dvlpt. 
Executive 
18] Vishal Ingawale (2009) -- Private consultancy of Nursery & Landscaping. 
19] Seema Kamble (2009) -- Completed her Diploma in patent Law . 
20] Priyanka Ranwade (2009) -- Completed M.Sc. from Modern College Shivaji 
Nagar. 
21) Arpita Kathale (2011) – Completed M.Sc. from Univ. of Pune. 
22) Dhanesh Pansare (2009) – Completed M.B.A. and working in a company. 
23) Yuvraj Adagale (2009) – Completed M.Sc. in Geo-informatics from Univ. of 
Pune.  
 24) Arpita Keskar (2012)—Completed her M.Sc. from Fergusson College. 
25) Snehal Kathale (2011) – Officer in Agriculture College, Shivaji Nagar. 
 

***** 
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Vijay Gulamkar 
Research Associate 
SYNGETA Bioscience, 
Goa 
 
I joined SYNGENTA bioscience, Goa this month as a research associate which 
was the goal of my life. Herewith, I would like describe my journey from B.Sc. 
to SYNGENTA. 
After intermediate in science, I got admission in Tuljaram Chaturchand (T.C.) 
College Baramati for B.Sc. (chemistry) in 2010 where I learned basic chemistry 
along with physics, mathematics and biology. Almost all the teachers in T.C. 
college were good and cooperative. I will never forget those days, an especially 
organic chemistry class which was taught by Prof. Salunkhe and I got interest in 
organic chemistry because of him. He is a very good professor. Prof. Wadde had 
taught me basic Spectroscopy which is very important to understand the structure 
of compounds. So, I can say that it was the combined effect of both these 
professors which attracted me towards organic chemistry and made it easier for 
me for the future study. 
I would also like to thank Prof. Torane and Prof. Kale who have taught me 
inorganic chemistry and physical chemistry respectively in T.C. college 
Baramati. They taught me very nice and they explained all the basic doubts 
which was very difficult to understand for me.  
                   I was sick during the final year exam period and could not get very 
good marks. I got 57.83% in B.Sc. and struggled for the admission in good 
college. Finally I got admission in Modern college of art, science and commerce 
ganeshkhind, Pune for M.Sc. in organic chemistry. All the teachers in modern 
college were excellent. The environment in modern college is very nice for the 
higher study. 
                It was very difficult for me to understand organic chemistry at the 
initial stage of M.Sc. but Ketaki madam made it very easy and I got interest in 
organic chemistry both in theory as well as in practical. She had taught me 
stereochemistry and organic reaction mechanism which was very helpful to 
understand the organic chemistry. Dr. Manish had taught hetero and pericyclic 
chemistry which was very helpful for the exam. 
                  I would also like to thank Dr. Katade to teach medicinal chemistry 
and Revati madam for teaching spectroscopy courses. 
I will never forget those days when Prof. Dr. Madhuri Kulkarni, head of 
chemistry department of modern college, guided me very well during the 
practical of organic chemistry. 
                                      It was proud moment for me when I got the opportunity 
for M.Sc. thesis project in Indian Institute of Science Education and Research 
(IISER) Pune under the supervision of Dr. Ramakrishna G. Bhat. Ketaki madam 
guided me very well during the project period.  
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       I got much more interest after this project in organic synthesis. I will never 
forget her for giving me proper guidance for the career. 
              I passed M.Sc. with 63.86% in 2015. Even after getting degree, the 
teachers of modern college helped me a lot for finding the job and finally I got 
the job in SYNGENTA bioscience, Goa as a research associate. It was very 
proud moment for me. I would like thank all the members of modern college for 
helping me to get this job and I will try to do my best in SYNGENTA bioscience. 
 

***** 
 

Shekhar Shinde 
Research Fellow (PhD Scholar) 

NCL-Pune 
 

 

Faculty of Chemistry department was very encouraging and supportive during 
my stay in college. They always motivated me to study hard with available 
resources. I was fortunate to be a part of first batch of MSc (Organic Chemistry) 
as I got chance to interact with renowned teaching staff from Pune University. 
Especially Dr. Madhuri Kulkarni (HOD) and Dr. Mukula Kulkarni were very 
kind and supportive to me. It was my fortune to get chance to work in BARC-
Mumbai for two months project.  
             I found improvement in my communication and presentation skill. All 
credit goes to opportunity provided by our department to participate in 
intercollegiate seminar competitions. As a result of which I won first ever prize 
of my lifetime in “Dr. T. R. Ingle Poster Competition” held in S. P. College-
Pune. I came from rural part of Maharashtra to pursue MSc degree in Modern 
College. College made me modern in all aspects to improve my personality to 
sustain in real world. 

Awards and Fellowships 

• Best poster award in “Dr. T. R. Ingle Poster Competition”  held in S. P. 
College, Pune on Feb 2008. 

• Best poster award in “National Conference on Advances in Polymer 
Science & Nanotechnology: Design and Structure”(PSNDS-11) held at 
The Maharaja Sayajirao Uiversity of Baroda, Baroda on Dec 2011. 

• Senior Research Fellowship-2012: From the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (CSIR), New Delhi (April 2012 – March 2015). 

• Best poster award in “2 nd TAPSUN Conference” held at CSIR-CLRI, 
Chennai on Sept 2013. 

• Best poster award in “National Science Day Celebration 2015” held 
NCL, Pune on Feb 2015. 
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Publications  

• Self-assembly Directed Template Photopolymerization of 
Perylenebisimide-poly (4- vinylpyridine): Nano organization. Shekhar 
Shinde, S. K. Asha*, Polymer 2015, 65, 115-123. 
 

• New Amphiphilic Sulfonic acid Dopant-cum-Templates for Diverse 
Conducting Polyaniline Nanomaterials. Shekhar Shinde, M. 
Jayakannan*, J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2012, 127 (3), 1781-1793. 

• Probing the Molecular Interactions at Conducting Polyaniline Nanomaterial 
Surface via Pyrene Dopant-cum-Fluorophore. Shekhar Shinde, M. 
Jayakannan*, J. Phys. Chem. C 2010, 114, 15491–15498. 

Patent 
   Asha Syamakumari, Rekha Narayan, Shekhar Shinde and Saibal 
Bhaumik; “Comb-Coil Supramolecular Cross linked Polymer” World Intellectual 
Property Organization, 

 
***** 

 

Namita More 
Senior Project Assistant 

NCL 
 

A safe, Professional and friendly learning environment 
observed in my college. My college is supported for attending about two to three 
conferences every year within India was available from the department funds. 
The Department subscribes to most of the books in libraries and also access to 
search some research papers from the desktop in our library. 
 
 In our department all students are always working on any projects as a group or 
also individual. This strategy is important to achieve some goals are usually 
limited. Therefore it will be very helpful in my career growth. 
Publications  

 A) J. M. Gajbhiye, N. A. More, Manoj D. Patil, R. Ummanni, S. S. Kotapalli, P. 
Yogeeswari, D. Sriram, V. H. Masand, “Discovery of Rimonabant and its 
potentialanalogues as anti-TB drug candidates”, Med. Chem. Res., 2015, 24, 
2960-2971. 

B) Pankaj S. Mahajan, Subhash D. Tanpure, Namita A. More, Jayant M. 
Gajbhiye and Santosh B. Mhaske,“Ammonium persulfate activated DMSO as the 
one-carbon synthon for an efficient access to methylenebisamides and some 
other applications”, RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 101641-101646. 

 
***** 
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Avadhut Bhosale                             
Associate research scientist 
Lupinltd. (Pune) 
 
I am working with Lupinltd. (Pune) since last one year as associate research 
scientist. Here I would like to describe my journey from higher studies to Lupin 
Ltd. 
       After completing HSC in science, I got an admission in Garware College, 
Pune for B.Sc. where I learned basic chemistry along with physics, mathematics 
and industrial chemistry. All the teachers in Garware College were good and 
cooperative. I will never forget those days, that chemistry class which was taught 
by Prof. Chikate, Prof. Natu, Prof. Kasabe, and Prof. Kalyankar and thereafter I 
found interest in organic chemistry because of them. They were very good 
professors. They taught me a basic chemistry concept which was very important 
to understand the overall chemistry. The efforts of those professors attracted me 
towards organic chemistry, so I decided to take further studies in organic 
chemistry. 
            I got 68% in B.Sc. and decided to take admission in good college. Finally 
by the suggestions of my seniors and colleagues I decided to take admission in 
Modern college of art, science and commerce Ganeshkhind, Pune for M.Sc. in 
organic chemistry because of its very good reputation, transparency and well 
qualified staff. All the teachers in Modern college were excellent. The 
environment in Modern college is very nice for the higher study. 
 
It was difficult for me to understand organic chemistry at the initial stage of 
M.Sc. but Ketaki madam made it very easy and interesting because of her 
simplicity in teaching and superior knowledge in reaction mechanism and 
stereochemistry. Dr. Manish had taught us hetero- and pericyclic chemistry 
which was very helpful for the exam. 
I would also like to thank Dr.Katade to teach stereochemistry and medicinal 
chemistry  and Revati madam for teaching spectroscopy courses which I’ve been 
using a lot in my profession. 
            Prof. Dr.Madhuri Kulkarni, head of our chemistry department of Modern 
college, guided us very well during the practicals of organic chemistry and also 
helped us to attain campus interviews of various reputed organizations which 
gave right track for starting of our career. 
            It was proud moment for me when I got selected in NDDD (Novel drug 
discovery and development) department of lupin Ltd. and credit of this goes to 
every person of chemistry department of Modern college. 
I passed M.Sc. with 68% in 2015. I would like to thank all the teaching and 
supporting staff of modern college for helping me and I will try to do my best in 
my organization. 

***** 
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Ankita Jadhav 
Ph.D. Scholar 
SPPU 
 
 

I took admission for FY.BSc in 2007. I was not aware about the scope of 
chemistry and was less interested in chemistry subject, but the way teachers 
taught and gave a good knowledge, my interest and confidence developed in 
chemistry subject.  

In TY.BSc I decided to do specialization in chemistry subject. Initially I 
was worried whether I will perform well in chemistry or not and many more 
questions?? Whenever I had query HOD mam (Dr. Madhuri Kulkarni) as well as 
other teaching staff was always available to solve my problems. HOD mam is 
very cooperative, knowledgeable and good human being. Whenever I was wrong 
she scolded at me like her child and tried to correct me. 

 In science exhibition, HOD mam and other staff like Dr. Kirti Chintamani 
and Dr. Sushma Katade encouraged me to do some innovative project and than 
with my ideas and their suggestions I had done a very successful working project 
of preparing natural perfumes with rose petals, cinnamon and clove chocolates. 
Because of this project, it developed a research interest in my mind which 
motivated me to do MSc, M.Phil. And now I am doing Ph.D. in Savitribai Phule 
Pune University Pune. 

 
I have two publications in good international journals (chemphyschem and 

Spectrochemica Acta Part A) and two more publications are in pipeline. From 
December 2014 to October 2015 I was in Spain. I got selected for 10 months in 
Spain through one of the international programme called Erasmus Mundus, 
which was the golden opportunity for me to learn different techniques, 
instruments like uv-spectrophotometer, spectrofluorometer, time correlated 
single photon counting etc. Research in Spain is very advanced, I came to know 
new techniques, their language (Spanish) as well as got very good guidance from 
my professor.  

 
I am very greateful to Dr. Madhuri Kulkarni and all the teaching staff of 

chemistry department modern college ASC ganeshkhind for giving me proper 
guidance and direction. 
 

 
***** 
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***** 

 
 
 
 
 

Mahesh Kutwal 
PhD Research scholar 
Indian Institute of Technology 
Gandhinagar, Gujarat 

 

 
 
 
Pruthviraj 
Barangule 
Associate Business Analyst 
Infosys 

 

 
 
 
 
Kirti   Bhumkar  
Own classes 
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    Sandeep Gollapudy  
 
 
 
My college started from very humble beginnings but with a very dedicated of 
teachers, principal(s) and office staff, many of whom have given their best 
years to ensure the College succeeds. 
 
While we started by borrowing infrastructure from the nearly school.. the staff 
& my seniors made their their best efforts, to give a quality education to my 
batch & our juniors. 
 
 I have found some live-long friends in this college, who have really helped 
me, evolve as a person. I specifically would like to mention my dear friend 
Laxman Singh Rathore who is now a highly ranked office in the Indian Army, 
proudly serving his country in his profession. 
 
 I joined the College at a difficult time in my personal life & subsequently lost 
my father who was the key decision maker in making me join this college in 
1993. My father was my biggest supporter & laid the foundation for my career 
in the Information Technology Industry while I was completing my 
graduation. 
 
 Over the years, I am happy to see the institution grow in strength & establish 
itself in a very competitive city. 
     I am very pleased with the professional manner in which my small 
donation was received & is being managed by the College authorities over the 
past 12 years.  
    I look forward to hearing the success stories of Modern college alumni in 
the years to come, & hope that they grow to become responsible citizens for 
their country & this institution. 
          I wish the students, staff & management all the success in coming years 
and feel proud to be part of this family. 
 
 

 

 
***** 

 
 
 
 

Associate Director & Program Manager,    
Cognizant Worldwide 
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Umesh Inamdar                  
 
 
 
 
After completing my college, I joined a FMCG company as Marketing Co-
ordinator. Post which I moved to Hewlett Packard Bangalore for the period of 3 
years. After completing successful Quality Six Sigma and Compliance 
certifications, I moved back to Infosys as a Asst Mgr Quality. I served infosys for 
one year and then moved to Avaya India as a Global Auditor for Process and 
Compliance. I served 2 years at Avaya which is High End KPO at that time and 
moved to RedKnee India. It’s a core IT organization and I served as a Quality 
Manager there for 3 years. 
 
I received a pink slip during recession however due to good work I was rehired 
by Avaya and then served 2 years there. Avaya again gave us pink slips and I 
opened my own business in FMCG. 
 
Due to few wrong decisions, we are little slow in the market and the finances 
were not so great. So I decided to move the Cognizant and served for a year at 
Gurgaon. There I was handling 4 offices of Cogni for Delivery Excellence. 
Currently, I moved back to Pune and joined Hewlett Packard once again. I am a 
Compliances Manager for the organization and supporting major clients of HPE. 
Not too many organizations but I learned how to manage the career and take 
right decisions to move on. 
 

***** 
Omkar Kulkarni 
 
 
 
It’s my alma mater which gave me wings to fly high. It carved out a true man 
from a college going boy. Mentoring of teachers fueled my aspirations and made 
me stand where I am today.     
 Born & brought up in Chinchwad. Completed higher secondary education from 
education from NMV Jr College, Pune. Joined Modern College GK in 2000 for 
B.Com. Actively participated in NCC, sports & Art Circle thus got a platform & 
strong foundation for over all development. Completed graduation with First 
Class, joined ICICI Bank as Asst Manager in Jan 2004. Cleared UPSC for 
Army and joined Officer's Training Academy in Oct 2004. Commissioned in 
2005 and joined elite Special Forces in service of Nation. 
 

Elite Special Forces, Army 
 

Compliances Manager 
Hewlett Packard 
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Achievements: 

• Best NCC Cadet 2000, NCC Group Headquarters.Pune 
• Gold Medal in 900 KM Cycle Expedition, Maharashtra NCC 2001 
• Best Student Modern College GK 2003 
• Participated in National Geographic Mission Everest: Runner up in last 

Round 2002 
• Best Missile Firer in 2006 
• Silver Medalist in Army Water Polo Championship 2009 
• Represented Army in Indo-US Military Training 2011 
• Gold Medalist in Army Swimming Championship 2011 
• Part of Rescue Operations in Siachen Glacier 2013 
• Runner Up Amature Army Golf Trophy Jan 2016 
• Writing a book on Glacial Warfare: New Approach 

 
 

***** 
Shambhu Saran 

Executive Chef 
Della Adventure & Resorts Pvt. Ltd. 

Kunegaon, Lonavala 
 

 
I came to pune with a dream in my eyes and zeal to succeed in 2006 May 22nd 
after completing my 10+2 from Jamshedpur (Jharkhand) . 
I took my admission in Modern College Ganeshkhind of arts, Commerce & 
Science in B.Com.I was an average n lucky go happy student. I was enjoying this 
new environment and new friends at its fullest. Teachers and management of this 
college was very warm and hospitable. 
I started loving the City of youth which is also known as Oxford of East. B.Com 
with Banking specialization was an interesting study for me but a creative and 
interactive soul in me always pulled me towards the Arts Circle, Debates, 
Elocution, Quizzes and Educational events of the College.This college and the 
teachers Madam Sharayu Bhakare, Madam Vijaya Kulkarni & Madam Shampa 
Chakravorty showed me a new way to success and guided me throughout my 
journey .I kept on seeking the guidance of these teachers to develop my 
knowledge and to set goals in my life. 
 
Modern College helped me to keep my underlay in this city and to discover 
myself. I was one of the most privileged students of this college to get introduced 
with dignitaries of this city because I was Chief Student Editor of two college 
magazine.  
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Though my subject was commerce but had always a dream of becoming a world 
renowned Chef. My love for food was recognized by two most important people 
in my Life Dr. Vinod A. Shastri (Asst Director Of SIBM) & Dr. Sharayu 
Bhakare (Senior Asst. Professor Symbiosis College of Commerce Now).I was 
then guided by them to transform my hobby into my profession. Name of 
Modern college would be written in golden letters in the journey of my life. 
Modern College is a place where talents are born and polished for the 
Organizations.  

After my college I joined Maharashtra State Institute Of Hotel Management 
Catering Technology (Old Name FCI) in Pune.I did my Post Graduation In 
Culinary Arts & Hotel Operations.I worked with few celebrity chefs like Our 
very own from Pune Chef Shailendra Kekade (Style Chef -Food Food Channel) 
in Stone Water Grills Pune, Chef Vicky Ratnani (Vicky Goes Veg- NDTV Good 
Times) In Aurus, Mumbai.I also worked with JW MARRIOTT Mumbai & 
Pune.My love for food took me abroad in United States Of America to Walt 
Disney Kingdom & Walt Disney Cruise Liners.I roamed about all of Europe & 
Middle East in search of incredible taste. 

When I came back to India I worked as Corporate Chef for few Brands like 
Bindra Hospitality (a 30 year old pioneer catering & food development company) 
,Demonstrator Chef for Future Group Brand.I developed my enthusiasm for 
creating new recipe in another angle of Food that is best known as 
“MOLECULAR GASTRONOMY.I am also shooting for Food & Lifestyle 
Magazines Like Suave, Uppercrust,Creme etc and few channels in 
India.Currently I am working as Executive Chef of Della Resort Lonavala.My 
culinary journey has made me a Real Slave Of Taste and with this name I 
have started writing a Book about my experiences of this industry & 
different food cultures of different countries.I love to share my knowledge with 
students and connoisseur of Food & Technology. 

I am also the Brand Ambassador Chef for FDA Maharashtra and working as the 
consultant chef of Mission Safe Food India,a step to bring the street food of india 
on Intenational Level. 

I will be very much thankful to my Alma Mater, Modern College Ganeshkhind 
for furnishing & preparing me for the real challenges of life & Organisation.I 
want to pay a gratitude to my teachers who taught me the value of time & 
education and who gave me their precious time to develop me in different human 
being.My love for this College will always remain as same and I would like to 
always remain as a part of my Modern College family 
  

                                 ***** 
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“ 
 
 

It is rightly said that struggles are required in order to survive in life, because in 
order to stand up, you got to know what falling down is like” Isn’t it is right? 
Yes, off course! Struggles, hard time, bad patch in life are great teachers. I 
believe in this because I am a person who stood amongst all the struggles. Today 
I would really like to pen down my experiences with people, situations, life and 
how I battled with them and stood up. 

 There was a time when I and my family used to stay in Chawl. My father was an 
auto rickshaw driver, mom a homemaker and my siblings were studying. We 
used to live hand to mouth. Such situations makes  you to work hard for money, 
it is a fact, but if you have urge to study and soar high, you can do it by earning 
part time as well. I had scored 70% in SSC and 73% in HSC. My result made me 
sure that I can’t stop studying. I need to take up graduation in Come What May 
Situation; my inner voice told me that. I took up admission without even keeping 
in mind how I will manage money for that. Started pursuing B.Com in Modern 
College Ganeshkhind, which gave my life a “U” turn. 

 Today also I say it to many people that whatever I am today, it’s not only 
because of my hard work but also because of my college and teachers. 

While doing B.Com I had come at a stage where I had to earn because of my 
poor financial condition. I took up work of a newspaper delivery boy wherein I 
used to get up early in morning at 3 am and used to collect newspaper and after 
that I used to attend college. Every day I was a late entrant in class which came 
to the notice of Vijaya Kulkarni madam and one day she asked me the reason for 
being late. I told her about my financial condition & she became an angel whom 
god had sent for me. The moment she heard about my condition she stood up to 
help me. There are people who leave you in your worst situation but there are 
few good people who hold your hand in your bad times. She was amongst them. 
It is said that your bad phase in life teaches you what life is! It is also said that “A 
mother is a mother at your home but a teacher is your mother in school”.  

She helped & guided me for my studies, provided books for which I didn’t had 
money to purchase,  she also paid my Graduations and Post graduation’s Fees by 
sponsoring me a scholarship. For that reason I always used to strive hard and 
score first rank. I wouldn’t have had been at this position if wouldn’t have met 
Kulkarni and Joshi Madam. 

Sagar Chougule 
GBU Team-Maersk Supply 

Service 
Maersk Global Service Centre 

Pune 
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     Later my education led me to make an entry in Maersk Global Service 
Centres. Today I have become a Manager of Maersk Service Line. Maersk is a 
global shipping company which has its own different segments in Drilling, 
Tankers, Oil etc. It is said that your struggle starts with your life and ends with 
your life. To get into Maersk wasn’t an easy journey. After B.Com I was 
struggling to get a decent job. I used to ask my friends about openings in any of 
the companies. I still remember that incident where I had requested my friend to 
refer me in the organization wherein he was working but he referred his sibling. 
That was the moment when I was let down but later on….start typing my own 
page. 

 I got encouraged by this quote & I kept on trying and my attempts never went in 
vain. The more you try the more you come with outcomes/ experiences which 
you should not do the next time when opportunity knocks your door. I joined 
Maersk in the year 2009. From 2009 to 2016 I got 6 promotions. It wasn’t that 
easy.  
I had changed the way I used to look at things. My approach towards life 
changed, tried to become different & increased my hard work. All what I had in 
my mind is to grow in my career. I have visited 7-8 countries & have travelled 
almost 30 times in a span of 7 years. I got best leader award for 3 consecutive 
years from 2013 to 2015. I have completed Green belt in lean Six Sigma which is 
one of the milestones in my career. These achievements mentioning is not to pen 
down but I would really like to give a message to every child/ student who is 
struggling with his/her poor conditions. But you can always go ahead in life. 
 
 Earn while learn only if you have desire to study hard & go ahead in life. A 
person can overcome bad situation if the person has a strong will to come out of 
the situation. It’s the one which will lead to your way. 
 A strong will with a good nature would always attract good people to you. It’s 
always not important that only blood relations will help us. Sometimes relations 
which are made by us by helping others are the ones one should retain. In my 
case, I would really thank Vijaya Kulkarni & Joshi Madam,  if they would had 
not helped me, I don’t know where I would have been today. 
 
So a message which I would like to give everyone is to make friends, struggle is 
part & parcel of life, overcome bad times, Soar high with help of education and 
make good relations & retain them. 
 
 
 

***** 
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Prof. Vijayalaxmi Kulkarni has asked me to write on my college and it moved 
me in flashback of my college days. I still vividly remember my first day in 
college and the days which I spent here in this college  
                     College life a very important part of every individual’s life. We all 
are at a certain threshold after passing out from school. That’s when we have to 
take a very important decision. That’s regarding one’s career. College broadens 
one’s horizon. It’s a bigger place. A broader platform to understand and prove 
ourselves. It’s a place where one is assumed to be an adult and that what I 
considered myself when I joined this college in 2008. 
The years which I spend in Modern college are the golden years of my life. I 
started my college from F.Y B.B.A and completed my post graduation in M.Com 
from the same college. Almost 5 years I spend in the college and for me college 
is a training ground which teaches you how to become successful and face the 
challenges of life. 
            The main function of the modern college is to prepare its students to be 
true citizens of the country. They know that anything and everything will not be 
public attentive to their academic and extra-academic life. It aims at imparting 
them good education and, at the same time, developing their mind and body.  
                     For the development of the mind of the students, there are 
arrangements for publishing a magazine at least once a year. There are also 
provisions for debates, literary competitions, annual dramatic performances, 
social gatherings, variety shows, educational excursions etc. All these help in 
bringing out the talents of the students.  They can thus realize in what sphere of 
life they are likely to shine in future. As an incentive to acquiring knowledge and 
information in addition to what the students have from their texts, there is the 
library where there is a good collection of books on different subjects and also 
we have digital library. Hence because of all these you can say facilities I have 
learnt a lot from my college. I would like to say that it's the lessons which we 
learn while in college, that helps a lot to perform well in today's work 
environment. We can relate all the situations faced during college to our day-to-
day professional life situations and use the lessons learnt in college to excel in 
our professional lives. 
                         "A college degree is not a sign that one is a finished product but 
an indication a person is prepared for life." 
Thank you Modern college and big thanks to all my Prof. for making my college 
days such a memorable one. I still remember my Prof. word that there is no 
short-cut to achieve something the best short-cut is the long way, which is 
basically a two words: Work – hard. 

                                     ***** 

Rajni R. Jire 
Senior Executive Accountant 

Infosys 
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       Abhishek Sengupta 

 

 

 

 
***** 

 
Rahul Khatawkar      
SAP HR functional consultant 
Tata Group Company 

 

Modern College Ganeshkhind was an evolving college when I secured admission 
here in 1996 for F.Y. BCom. Infrastructure was in a primary stage and looking at 
that many would not go for Admission immediately. However the college had a 
strong background of P.E. Society which said it all. Initially there were a few 
challenges in terms of classrooms and other infrastructure. However these 
challenges were overcome in a brilliant way by the enthusiastic and hardworking 
professors. 
                    Our professors were really encouraging and maintain a very good 
student teacher relationship always. College encouraged to participate in all extra 
curricular activities and managed funds for us as and when required. We had a 
great bonding with college professors, principal and the non teaching staff as 
well. Extracurricular activities like guest lectures, exhibitions, Vividha, 
Entrepreneurship skills workshops, earn and learn schemes and many more kept 
us always engaged. 

Heartiest Congratulations to Modern College Ganeshkhind in its 
Silver Jubilee Year. In the past 25 years, our college has laid the path 
for success of thousands of students who are performing 
exceptionally well in their respective fields. The credit goes to the 
professors of modern college who have motivated us to participate in 
various extramural activities which played a vital role in developing 
our professional skills.  I wish Modern College lots of success and 
prosperity ahead. 

Zonal Office as a Manager 
Head of Commercial Banking Department 
Secretary of Zonal Office Credit Committee 

Karur Vysya Bank, Kolkata 
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           A good connect with Alumni over the last 20 years since the time we 
passed out is a great achievement as well.  All the best to college as it grows by 
leaps and bounds!! I have been in the area of Human Resources in various 
organizations like Wipro, Syntel, Patni Computers, and Tech Mahindra.  

After pursuing BCom from Modern College , I went ahead to pursue Master in 
Commerce, then Masters in Computer Management and recently Masters in 
Business Studies all from Pune University. Have recruited young talent through 
campus across India. I love to interact with students and network with people in 
Industry. 
                   Since last 3 years working for a Tata Group company as a SAP HR 
functional consultant, now more on IT Side of HR. Developing systems for HR 
as a passion and a profession as well. Modern College has been an integral part 
of my overall development and growth throughout so far. Thanks to the college 
and all my Gurus who have been there for their students at all times. 
Congratulations to my college on completing *Silver Jubilee* and even for 
building really good individuals for the society. 

***** 
    

                            gw{à¶m {edmOr ^mogbo gw{à¶m {edmOr ^mogbo gw{à¶m {edmOr ^mogbo gw{à¶m {edmOr ^mogbo ----E‘.H$m°‘.E‘.H$m°‘.E‘.H$m°‘.E‘.H$m°‘.    
lr {Id N>ÌnVr nwañH$ma {dOoVr 

2006-07 (ObVaU) 
Sales Tax Inspector 

    

    
    
    

    
‘‘‘‘m°S>©Z H$m°boO m°S>©Z H$m°boO m°S>©Z H$m°boO m°S>©Z H$m°boO ----    ‘mP§ H$m°boO‘mP§ H$m°boO‘mP§ H$m°boO‘mP§ H$m°boO 

 H$m°boOÀ¶m {gëìha Ow~br dfm©{Z{‘Îm ""‘mP§ H$m°boO'' ¶m {df¶mda {bhm¶bm KoVb§. 

AZ² H$m°boOMr Vr 5 df} S>moù¶mg‘moa C^r am{hbr.  Ia Va ‘bm Ioi d {Z‘rV H$m°boO ‘bm 

H$aVm Amb§ Zmhr.  Varhr ‘mÂ¶m Iwn AmR>dUr ¶m H$m°boOer Owiboë¶m AmhoV. 

 e|S>H$a ga, Omoer ‘°S>, Hw$bH$Uu ‘°‘, {dO¶m ‘°‘ B. ¶m§À¶m ghH$m¶m©‘wio H$m°boOMr 

Vr 5 df} nQ>H$Z g§nbr.  ImgH$éZ M.Com.II M§ àmoOo³Q>M§ df©, {ejH$ Am{U ñQ>m’$ 

¶m§À¶m ghH$m¶m©‘wio H$m°boO~Ôb AmnbonUm dmQ>Vmo.  ~KVm ~KVm H$m°boO g§nb Am{U gdmªZm 

Thank You åhUm¶M amhÿZ Job§.  AmO Ag {b{hVmZm H$m°boO‘Ü¶o ~gë¶mgmaI dmQ>V¶. 

                gd© {ejH$ Am{U ñQ>m’$ Mo Am^ma ‘mZVo. 

*****
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I entered the campus of Modern college, Ganeshkhind after completing my graduation 
in Bachelor in Computer Science from Wadia College to pursue masters. The post 
graduation journey was more like a roller coaster ride with few difficult times. 
                     Only hardwork and determination was not enough to achieve my goal. 
It’s very important that we have proper guidance and support from our teachers and 
faculty, which I received from Modern college. As part of academics, we had 
presentations/seminars for every subject which gave us an opportunity to build 
confidence and helped in developing our soft skills. 

Similarly there were many other events that I took as an opportunity to grow. It was a 
great learning experience with many lessons learnt that c
implemented and also cherished forever. 

 
 
Voluntary Work:   
Executive Committee member at Maharashtra Mandal London. 
                    
                Maharashtra Mandal, London is oldest Marathi organization in the world 
which was founded in 1932 in London.
                        

 

Computer Science Alumni 

I entered the campus of Modern college, Ganeshkhind after completing my graduation 
in Bachelor in Computer Science from Wadia College to pursue masters. The post 
graduation journey was more like a roller coaster ride with few difficult times. 

Only hardwork and determination was not enough to achieve my goal. 
It’s very important that we have proper guidance and support from our teachers and 
faculty, which I received from Modern college. As part of academics, we had 

s for every subject which gave us an opportunity to build 
confidence and helped in developing our soft skills.  

Similarly there were many other events that I took as an opportunity to grow. It was a 
great learning experience with many lessons learnt that c
implemented and also cherished forever.  

***** 

 

Executive Committee member at Maharashtra Mandal London.  

Maharashtra Mandal, London is oldest Marathi organization in the world 
which was founded in 1932 in London. 

 

***** 
 
 
 

Ketki Subhash Dugge 
SQA Analyst 

Symantec Software India Pvt. Ltd 

Dnyanesh Daudkhane 
Infrastructure Architect 

London Borough of Barking and 
Dagenham 
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I entered the campus of Modern college, Ganeshkhind after completing my graduation 
in Bachelor in Computer Science from Wadia College to pursue masters. The post 
graduation journey was more like a roller coaster ride with few difficult times.  

Only hardwork and determination was not enough to achieve my goal. 
It’s very important that we have proper guidance and support from our teachers and 
faculty, which I received from Modern college. As part of academics, we had 

s for every subject which gave us an opportunity to build 

Similarly there were many other events that I took as an opportunity to grow. It was a 
great learning experience with many lessons learnt that could be practically 

Maharashtra Mandal, London is oldest Marathi organization in the world 
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I have been selected in TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES. I will be joining the 
training of TCS on 29th August which is of three months duration. My company 
training venue is Trivandrum in Kerala. I have been assigned a Graduate Trainee 
Profile. 
  I have completed my T.Y.B.Sc. (Computer Science) in Modern College, 
Ganeshkhind, Pune-16. In our college many extracurricular activities are organized. 
Among all I like Soft-Skill Development Program. In that workshop we performed 
many activities under teachers' guidance.  
After attending the sessions I found that I have improved my English much better 
along with my stage daring and self confidence. Now I can easily communicate with 
others without any hesitation. 
 

***** 
                                                            

 

 

My Success story& College Contribution:-  
After completion of my graduation i had started working with Zensar BPO as a CSA 
where i used to sell a telephone connection, while working I have learnt how to 
introduce yourself, communicate and convince clients.  
The thought had always been there at the back of my mind that Instead of selling 
other’s product why can’t i start something of my own where I can sell my own 
products. I was interested to complete my post-graduation as well so I had taken 
admission to Modern College. 
 

From the day of admission to MCA in Modern College my journey as Entrepreneur 
started, where I served some and other small web services, web designing works in 
Pune market with the name "Phinix Enterprises". College attendance, house 
responsibilities & work were not easy to manage simultaneously.  
 After completion of college in 2012 I had established a small unit with the name 
"Nuevas Technologies Private Limited" and merged with Phinix Enterprises. 
 

About Nuevas Technologies: (www.nuevas.in) 
We are a product design and manufacturing company based out of Pune, Serving 
clients all over India.  
We have developed robust solutions for the GPS/GPRS/GSM based Vehicle Tracking 
and Fleet Management Industry. Many fleet owners and government agencies, like 
Indian Navy, Maharashtra police, Indane Gas, to name a few, We also deal in Software 

Gajanan Butte 
Founder Nuevas Technologies Pvt. Ltd 

Renuka Nikumbh 
Graduate Trainee 

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES 
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development and cloud services as cloud telephony, Virtual Call centre, virtual 
numbers, IVR solutions, SMS services, etc. 
Our clients:- Indian Navy, Maharashtra Police, Thane Municipal Corporation, PAune 
University, D.Y. Patil college, VIT, COEP, Geometric, L&T, Ultartech, Atlas Copco, 
Alfa laval, Seed Infotech, Saas,are among the many satisfied acustomers we 
collaborate with.As of now we serve 10000+ clients across India. Last year company 
has crossed turnover of 1.5Cr and planning for expansion this year. 
 

***** 

  
I have comleted my graduation from Moden College Ganeshkhind. Then I took 
admission for the M.Sc. (Computer Science) in Moden College Ganeshkhind. After 
completing my PG I gave a lot of interviews. 
            
                        Finally in Feb 2007 I got selected in Samsej Infosystems as a Trainee 
Engineer. I worked so hard during my internship that company offer me permanant 
employee in June itself. After that I Join Ramac Infosys in May 2009 as a Senoir 
Software Engineer. Then we developed a lot of websites, android apps, IOS apps. So I 
promoted as a Team Lead in Jan 2012. It is very friendly and enthusiastic environment 
in our company. As a small company I got change to learn starting from requirement 
analysis to implementation.  

 
***** 

 
  
Modern College is a second home for me, as I have completed my schooling also from 
Modern High School, Ganeshkhind. 
                    
                      This institution definitely gives a platform to students who are on verge 
of stepping into their professional life while still enjoying their youth. All the teaching 
staff is very friendly and helpful those who are seeking knowledge. 
I would love to be again at our college to spend some time as it cherishes my precious 
memories. 

***** 
 

Prashant N. Mehta 
Team Leader 

Samsej Infosystems 
 

Tushar Sutar 
Assistant Manager 

 (Access Governance & Information Security) 
Sears Holdings India 
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I have done my MSc (Computer Science) from Modern College, Ganeshkhind. My 
experience in college has given me a chance to sharpen my skills and enhanced my life 
in any ways. The faculty and all teachers were very supportive in all terms like 
particles, projects, placements etc. In academics, presentations, seminars and many 
other events on different topics made me more confident and technically strong.  

            ***** 
 

 
 

 

I have done my MCA (Computer Science) from Modern College, Ganeshkhind. My 
experience in college has given me a chance to sharpen my skills and enhanced my life 
in any ways.The faculty and all teachers were very supportive in all terms like 
particles, projects, placements. Etc. In academics, presentations, seminars and many 
other events on different topics made me more confident and technically strong. As a 
result, one day that valuable experience of college helped me to build my career.   In 
third year I got placed in FTB Pvt. Sol. as intern.  Later Symantec came & placed here 
also which was my dream Company from 11th class. 

 
***** 

Sangram Chandere 
Associate software consultant 
Capita India pvt. Ltd & Founder of Sangram & Tejashree’s Vajra Studio of Dance 
         Having 6+ years of experience in software industry and currently working as 
Associate Software Consultant @ CAPITA INDIA PVT LTD. 
                           Apart from this professional career I am passionate about dance, I 
Teach various dance forms under Sangram & Tejashree’s Vajra Studio of Dance 
located in different parts of city. I was a part of India’s dance team in World Cultural 
Dance Festival held in South Korea in 2015.In December 2015 I have won Gold 
MEDAL in 25th Olympiad held at Bangkok, Thailand.  
                           In 2016 we have Competed 12 countries by representing team India 
with my Team VAJRA in World Cultural Dance Festival held @ South Korea in 2016 
and won $500 by holding position in top 5. 
Recently our trained students won total 11 awards in National Level Dance 
Competition held in Nov 2016 @ Bal Kala Utsav, New Delhi. 
 

***** 

Trupti Naikade 
Associate Software Engineer 

Cognizant Technology Solutions 
 

 

Piyush Annadate 
Associate IT Application Specialist 

Symantec Software India Pvt. Ltd 
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  Amar Oak 
    Classical flautist 
 
 
A Master’s degree holder in Computer Science. He learned music 

from Mr. Sane and Mr. Bhave and then seeking guidance from Late Pt.Satchidanand 
Phadke & Late Pt.Sudhir Phadke. 
                 He has performed with renowned artists such as Hridaynath Mangeshkar, 
Asha Bhosle, Hariharan, and Shankar Mahadevan.Oak is also working with the youth 
icons like Avdhoot Gupte, Swapnil Bandodkar, Vaishali Samant, Ajay -Atul, Saleel 
Kulkarni and many more.Oak has also performed with stalwarts like Tabla maestro 
Zakir Hussain, Suresh Wadkar and Ghazal maestro Ustd.Ghulam Ali. 
AWARDS 

1. Recipient of the 'Sudhir Phadke Yuvonmesh Puraskar' awarded by 'Indradhanu, 
Thane' in 2007 

2. 'Vocational Excellence Award 2009 - 2010 given by the Rotary Club of Nigdi, 
Pune 

3. Swargia Ram Kadam Puraskar” in October 2010 from Hridaynath Mangeshkar 
4. The “The FIE Foundation” Award (National Award Category) of the year 2009-

2010 
5. Pannalal Ghosh Award 
6. 'Maitra Yuva' Puraskar ' 
7. Vocational Excellence Award 2012 - 2013 given by Rotary Club Of Thane 

Central 
8. Vadan Gaurav Puraskar 

Performances 
� Program “Swarali” by Shekhar Mahamuni 
� Accompanied in orchestra/groups like Awaaz ki Duniya, Gane Suhane,Azaadi 

Pachaas, Manik Moti, Marathi Bana and various other themes based shows. 
� Spell with his flute in Z Marathi’s “Sur Taal” 
� Performed in channel events such Nakshatranche Dene 
� Musical notes in J.P Wasvani’s ‘Religious Discourse’ on Sony TV 
� Performed as indispensable artist by actively performing in Zee Marathi’s “Sa 

Re Ga Ma Pa” 
� A musical album "Pyar Mohabbat" released by ‘The Times Group’ 
� Composed the music for a ballet, “Krishna Ranga.” 
� Performs in unique conept based programs with stalwarts like Shounak 

Abhisheki (Swar Sangam) and Anand Bhate (Swar Bahar), Kumar Gandharva 
Mahotsav, Chiplun. 

***** 
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Shankar Dupade 
Cloud Analyst, 

Arxxus Technologies India 
pvt.ltd 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Akshada Sheth 
Senior Software Engineer 
Persistent Systems Limited 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Sanket Sudhir 
Kulkarni 

UI front-end Development 

TATA Consultancy Services 
(TCS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Poonam Bhujang 
Shelar 

Associate Developer 
Veritas software 

technologies private limited 
(Symantec) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dipali Prakash Meher 
MSC, MPhil, NET, 

PhD (Pursuing) 
Assistant Professor 

Modern College of Arts, 
Science and Commerce, 
Ganeshkhind, Pune 16 
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Alumni Serving Nation 

 
 

 
In Entertainment Industry 

 

  
 

Year  Name of Student  Exam 
passed  

Current place of 
work  

2011-12  Shivraj Hale  MPSC  PSI at Gadchiroli  

2013-14  Tushar Surwase  Civil 
Services  

Thane Muncipal 
Corporation  

2014-15  Abhishek Deshpande  UPSC  Defense Academy, 
Dehradun  

Year Name of Student Description 

2011-12  Sangram Sing 
Chandele  

Recently won 2 Dance 
Competition in Bankok  

2013-14  Rajesh Salgar  He made  a Short Film “Rutu” that 
won award  

2014-15  Amol  Waghmare  After winning Intercollegiate 
Fashion Shows ,now acting in a 
Movie 

2012-13  Swapnil Belgaonkar  Photographer & Movie Publicity 
through social media 

2012-13  Chaitnya Deshpande  Movie Publicity through social 
media 

2014-15  Pratik Gadekar  Creative designer for Trophies, T-
shirts and official photographer for 
Radio Channel 
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Achievements: 

I completed my graduation in Arts (English as a special subject) from Modern College, 

Ganeshkhind with distinction and later was able to get an admission in the Department 

of English, Savitribai Phule Pune University. Here , this year(2016) I completed my 

Masters with 1st class. Now, I am preparing for NET and SET examinations in order to 

qualify for the post of lecturer ship and wish to pursue my career in teaching. 

About the college: 

To be a part of the college was a very good and a learning experience. The college 

along with studies , through various activities and seminars give students many 

opportunities to learn many new things. Students in this college get a very friendly 

atmosphere. The support from teachers helps students to overcome their difficulties 

and their interest in learning also increases. The college provides students with all the 

facilities which are required for learning. Students are encouraged to participate in 

activities and competitions that would give them an experience of learning things 

better.  

About the Department: 

The department of English tries its level best to make the learning interesting. The 

department conducts various activities through which students can improve their 

knowledge of the language and learn new things. The teachers of the department 

willingly help students to overcome their difficulties in learning. Students are 

encouraged by teachers to participate in the activities which help in the development of 

students. The wall magazine “Flair” is issued every year by a group of enthusiastic 

students with the help of teachers, it deals with the contemporary issues. The 

department also conducts the language quiz in which students from all the departments 

can participate learn things with fun. Spoken English classes are organized by the 

department for all those who wish to improve their language and communication skills. 

Ambika Molkar 
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In this department students learn not by pressure or force imposed upon them but with 

fun and interest. It was a very good experience to be the student of this department and 

got to improve a lot. 

***** 

 
 

Jitender Kumar  
Professor 

 
 
I, Jitender Kumar, belong to Himachal Pradesh. I came to 

Pune in 2010 after completing my Higher Secondary education from Punjab. I took 

admission in Modern College of Arts, Commerce & Science, Ganeshkhind in BA. My 

first impression of the college was very good and as the days passed, this impression 

proved true. The teachers and administrative staff were very helpful and they helped 

me in every possible way.        

         I passed my First Year of BA with Distinction and took admission in Second 

Year. The Second Year was very crucial as I had to choose my subject of 

Specialization. I had already made up my mind to take English as my subject of 

Specialization. I always liked English Language and Literature and the teachers at the 

college made it all the more interesting for me, so the choice was easy.  

My decision of pursuing English was supported by the HOD of English Department, 

Prof. Shampa Chakraborty and Prof. Sandip Sanap, who with their selfless dedication 

towards students’ goodwill and sense of duty, always helped me. They helped me in 

every way to overcome my fear of speaking English in public and guided me in 

excelling in academics as well as in co-curricular activities. With the blessings of such 

supportive and encouraging teachers, I scored well and passed BA with Distinction, 

securing 74% and 79% in Second and Third Year BA respectively.  

Apart from academics, I was always encouraged by the English Department to 

organize and participate in different co-curricular activities like Essay writing 

competition and English Quiz competition. 
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The college has a very conducive environment where students are encouraged to 

develop their cognitive, social and personal etiquettes. It helps the students, nto only to 

grow and learn academically, but also to become better human beings. The college 

provides the students with proper infrastructure and amenities. It also has a counseling 

cell for students to provide moral, social and cultural understanding to students coming 

from varied backgrounds and strata of society.  

My overall experience of the college and the Department of English has been excellent 

and worth cherishing. I was able to transform myself into a better, learned and 

confident human being due to the positive and supportive attitude of the teachers and 

the college as a whole. At present I am working as a visiting faculty in the English 

Department of the college. The credit for this goes entirely to the quality education and 

guidance imparted to me by my teachers. 

 

               ***** 
 

 
 
 
 
 

When I was in my hometown I heard about competitive examinations. But in my 

village there was no proper guidance, atmosphere and scope for the study which is 

required for these examinations.So planned to move to Pune for higher and better 

education.And as I planned I came to pune. But then the problems were not over.                          

There were another set of problems ready for me, for example, accommodation food 

etc. I was totally confused and did not understood what to do about it. I remember that 

it was 18th april 2011 when I came to Pune. After coming to pune I was in search of a 

job. Then I got a job of a security guard in University of Pune then. 

         In june the same year I was searching for colleges where I could get admission. 

One of my friend suggested about Modern college, Ganeshkhind.  

Mhallapa Koli 
Security Guard 
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He informed me that I can opt for English as a special subject in this college. And that 

this college was NAAC accredited and is one of the best college in Pune. 

I still remember the very first day of my college. It was a rainy day. I had my first class 

with Sangita Mahashabde madam which was a compulsory English class. I was very 

much confused that day. I did not know what to do. But later the two years of my 

graduation passed with ease and comfort due to the help of my teachers and support 

from my friends. 

Our head of the department, Prof. Shampa Charkravarthy was very kind and 

disciplined teacher. She always taught us with great interest. She helped me to 

understand things properly as I came from Marathi medium background and used to 

get confused sometimes. It helped me to get confortable in the atmosphere. 

I remember the day which is one of the memorable one for me. That day I slept in a 

vacant class where later my juniors had class with Prof. Gauri Koperdekar madam, 

who teaches political science. As I was sleeping madam came and tried to wake me up 

but I was unable to wake as I was tired due to the night shift and I became physically 

weak. But madam ordered a cup of tea and biscuits for  me. After I had it she made me 

relax and asked to put my head down and sleep , so I could get proper rest. This day 

makes feel proud that I was a part of such a college where every teacher thinks about 

the welfare of every student and tries to help them in every possible way.I would like 

to tell my friends who are learning in this college and who will come to learn in future 

that there is no need to worry about anything in this college. You are at the right place. 

No matter from where you come, to which ever background you belong to, that is a 

trivial thing. You will be treated equally to other students. the thing is you should have 

determination to work hard which will be supported and encouraged by every teacher 

of the college. At last but not the least I would like to suggest all the students of the 

college to work hard in order to achieve your goals. Knowledge is power and through 

knowledge everything is possible for us. And one of the source of gaining knowledge 

our college. So always work in the direction to make it feel proud of ours i.e. we the 

students of this college. It was a really grateful experience to be part of this college and 

to learn many good things from everyone here. 

***** 
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A bookaholic and a journal scribbler that I was in the initial days as a student of 

English majors, only went on to evolve me as a better writer . 

A bachelor of arts in English is a degree providing versatility and skills that are critical 

in the workplace and, that's exactly what has encouraged me to come up with my 

chocolate business named, “Silken Bites” which helps me meet new people and spread 

sweets and smiles among them. I'm proud of the skill set that I've acquired and it 

proves that English majors have the ability to succeed. Finally in the words of the poet 

WilliamWordsworth- 

 

“Life is divided into three terms - that which was, which is, and which will  be." 

 

This describes the impact of the English Department of Modern College, during the 

course, at present and which will be forever with me 

 

***** 

Sonu Chaudhari 
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Alumni 
 

 
***** 

Sr. 
No. 

Name Year Current Position/Achievements 

1 Priyanka Dhumal 2012-2013 Selected for MTTS, 
Working as Assistant Professor in   
D. Y. Patil Polytechnic College 

2 Abhijeet Adulkar 2012-2013 Working in TCS, Mumbai 

3 Swapnil Shevkari 2014-2015 Selected for MTTS 

4 Priyanka Ubale 2014-2015 Selected for IIT 
 

5 Vipin Mugave 2015-2016 Selected for IIT 
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Akshay Puri 
Associate Director, 

     Citibank, Singapore 
 

 
 

They say "the roots of education are bitter but the fruit is sweet". 
I am what I am, thanks to the constant support and an amazing knowledge foundation 
laid down by my teachers at Modern College, Ganeshkhind. 
For me personally the personal rapport I shared with the teachers went a long way in 
building a strong character and instilled in me the importance of integrity and self 
belief. 
Formative years were not too healthy in my personal life, but I always had Mrs. 
Ogale, support me with pearls of wisdom and building that necessary confidence in 
me. That confidence that I still carry today, which has given me the power to face the 
rigmarole of the corporate world with ease.  
Kudos! To the entire staff of The Science faculty, who were instrumental in 
inculcating the building blocks of the scientific world. 
To Ogale Madam I can say with my deepest gratitude, to her unfailing trust .In my 
goal to be on top, you were there steadfast, ever inspiring and comforting. 
With your guidance, I was personally able to keep right on course, placing integrity 
And your encouragement that serves as our driving force even today. .  
Thank you for making us what we are today.  
I did my B.Sc in Microbiology from the year 2001-2004.  
I am currently working with Citibank Singapore as Associate Director.  
Avidly following, investing and helping investors invest in Biotechnology and 
Incubator Bioinnovation Strategies across the Globe.  
 
 

***** 
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Atanu Chatterjee 
Assistant Manager, 

AFC Agro Biotech Ltd., 
Bangladesh. 

 
 
I had enrolled self in Modern College, Ganeshkhind in 2001 & graduated in 2004. 
Currently employed with AFC Agro Biotech Ltd. in Bangladesh as Assistant 
Manager. My job profile includes looking into regular working of Microbiology dept., 
planning experiments, data interpretation, imparting training, handling tech transfers, 
generation of URS for instruments/equipment, procurement & budget utilization of 
Microbiology department. 
                As I go back in time & remember my first day in college, just being out of 
school, it felt like a fish out of water. The initial few months were troubling as I was 
finding it difficult to adjust with culture, language & methodology of teaching. So 
sought counselling from Ogale Madam, the way she counselled, guided & opened my 
mental faculty to alternative kind of thinking still holds me in good stead both at 
personal & professional crisis. Thanks, no matter how much I express, will always be 
inadequate. 
               I remember the extra efforts taken by Nadgauda Madam during 1st year to 
ensure we all master the skill of aseptic handling between two Bunsen burners. These 
efforts not only ensured I developed a liking for the subject but also strengthened by 
self-confidence which I still carry with me. 
           During 2nd & in particular 3rd year, the efforts taken by Nadgauda Madam for 
biochemistry still stand out. Towards the end of 2nd year Durga Madam’s presence 
came as a blessing in disguise as conversation with her & discussions gave a 
perspective about the working of industries & how to make self-worthy of getting the 
first break. By now I had started to see my field of interest & inclination.   
                  I agree knowledge is what everyone seeks in college to secure their future 
but out in professional world, with dog eats dog kind of competition; smooth sailing is 
not possible based only upon knowledge. There are other attributes which have to be 
learned too & I’ve no hesitation to say I had a first hand experience of learning 
them during my college days. Along with me the college too grew in leaps & bounces. 
I also saw the progress the college made with each year in terms of infrastructure & 
students. 
         The kind of support & help I kept getting from Ogale & Durga Madam can’t be 
strung into words. I can’t thank enough ever the whole staff of Microbiology 
department, especially my association with Ogale & Durga Madam. The whole 
department felt like one big family as everyone was easily approachable & took keen 
interest to mould us into what I am today. My sincere & deepest gratitude for being 
with me when needed.  
                            All my best wishes will always be with the every staff of Microbiology 
department & Modern College, Ganeshkhind.  

***** 
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Nikhil Gaitonde 
Graduate Student, Biodiversity Lab, 

National Centre for Biological                                 
Science (NCBS), Bengaluru  

 
The state of utter confusion I was in after my HSC results is still a vivid memory. A 
normal progression had just come to an abrupt halt and I was supposed to chart my 
future in a matter of days. A person with little care for the world had just been 
burdened with a decision that would affect his future experiences and happiness. 
However, this was not a huge concern as yet, the list of colleges ready to accept me 
was dwindling by the day and I was as desperate to get into one as a mouse is to get 
out of a room full of cats. As with most life experiences, you realize the importance of 
many events only in retrospect. To cut the story short, to my relief and luck, I had 
finally been accepted in some college. It was not then, that I would realize how crucial 
being in this ‘some college’ would be for my recent future. In my opinion, and 
especially with the faculty of science, a bachelor’s degree is of upmost importance in 
the life of a scientist.  
              Many teachers and scientists, par excellence have pointed out the importance 
of igniting young minds and arming them with veracious skills to take on bewildering 
questions that we may still fail to answer. Majority of colleges and institutes fail to 
capitalize on this opportunity and do a great deal of disservice to humanity. They drift 
away from their primary goal of inspiring students, infecting them with curiosity and 
inquisitiveness to overloading them with information and burden them with mundane 
skills  
  The biggest challenge for teachers apart from catching the attention of nursery kids is 
to captivate fresh undergraduates. The level of distractions is too high. After an 
irregular attendance for the first few weeks my attendance went on the rise. This time 
it wasn’t for a new found love interest but for the fact that each lecture was turning out 
to be more interesting than the last. May it be the complicated DNA replication with 
hundreds of players or the incredible events of recombination occurring at the  
MHC locus. 
                      A new story was revealed every time, old principles were broken down 
and new ones erected in their place. The only reason all this was intriguing was due 
the connections teachers forged between the students and the subject. Most lectures 
were an enchanting trip, from the micro-scale molecules to humongous fermenters 
that brewed hundreds of liters of beer that my friends and I extensively consumed to 
elevate the highs and drown the lows. For once giving exams wasn’t a pain but mostly 
a rewarding experience. Discussions that happened within and outside the class made 
it easy to approach understand and comprehend concepts.  
All faculties were friendly, approachable and encouraging: a rare privilege in the 
Indian education system.  
            This easy and informal relationship had many advantages. We would not 
hesitate to ask stupid questions nor be intimidated to voice our concerns, if any. 
Learning had just become a lot of fun. I remember one project where we had designed 
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and constructed a microbial fuel call to generate electricity from sewage water. It was 
my first ‘eureka’ moment when the voltmeter hesitantly jumped to a few 
milliamperes!  
                       We were encouraged to participate in quizzes, design and perform 
projects which made the experience so much fun that I was hooked on to the science! 
This, in my opinion is a teacher’s greatest contribution. Revealing a student’s hidden 
potential rather than forcing and diverting in a specified manner and all my teachers 
did an excellent job at it. If not for them, I might have drifted into oblivion. All that I 
have achieved today is a reflection of the personal investments my teachers have done 
in me via advice on personal matters, helping taking right decisions and untiringly 
hearing out my frustrations. The modern environment and an early stage that all the 
vibrant faculty ushered in was the biggest partner and contributor in my exploratory 
journey and me landing up as a scientist. 
             Today, as a graduate student at the National Centre for Biological Sciences 
(NCBS), Bengaluru, I look at maintenance of mimetic polymorphism in butterflies 
and study mating systems of frogs, something that is distant from the world of 
microbes I started with. But the same zeal and commitment persists that the teachers 
at Modern instilled in me.  
                
                     Categories in science are fast diminishing and now I realize how 
important the approach is rather than the nitty-gritties of anything one does. The 
faculty team at Modern College is one of the best and I wish my AlmaMater the best 
for shaping the life of students and their invaluable contributions to the country.  
 

***** 
 

 

Pragati Karnik-Nigam 
Owner of Soul Cooking- Indian restaurant  
 
 
 
 

I was a student of Microbiology department of Modern College for two years of post 
graduation 2005 to 2007. I am writing this also on behalf of my eight colleagues who 
are successful today in their chosen streams and feel the same way about the 
department just as me. PG students spend most of their time in the department so 
practically it was my second home.  
             All the teachers at this department are still very close to me and they have 
guided us not just with the coursework but also as a family member. I have spent the 
most beautiful years of my life here, amongst great friends, the best of the teachers 
and other staff members.  
             To begin with, I would like to specially mention Mrs. Trupti Kulkarni who 
does a sincere job of  Lab Assistant and at the same time is so much more than a 
friend to every student who has worked in this lab. She is a ball of energy and her 
smile is the best part of the day; be it the tensions of the practical exam or just another 
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boring day while working on a project. Microbes at times dissappoint you with no 
results, but coming to the college and a little chat with TK Madam is as refreshing as a 
hot cup of tea in the morning. That reminds  me of all our "chala chaha peeyu" 
sessions in the canteen. I still remember our rides home from college and all the 
discussions on a very personal level. 
                   I have shared a great relationship with all the teachers at the department 
especially Dr Neelima Kulkarni who was my guide not just for the coursework but for 
life.  I would also like to mention about late professor Durga Kulkarni who we looked 
up to more as a spiritual Guru...as there are countless memories of her giving the right 
advice at the right time which was very valuable to us.  
  Our head of the department, Professor Sneha Ogale has played a pivotal role in 
keeping the atmosphere of the department like a home away from home. We are 
grateful to her for involving and promoting us in various projects and intercollegiate 
competitions.  
                  I remember how the staff members worked hard to arrange for extra 
lectures and inviting eminent spokespersons from various fields to give us the 
exposure needed to enter the industry. They also got us connected with senior students 
for help related to project work and coursework. The labs are well equipped as per 
requirement and our teachers made sure we had all the necessary instrumentation, 
glassware and chemicals. It is really worth mentioning how these teachers have 
remembered each one of us even after almost a decade. We all hope that 
the department of Microbiology flourishes forever and many more students benefit 
from the best education provided by the best teachers. 

***** 
 

Dr. Priyanka Devi- Marulkar       
Received PhD in Immunology from 

University of Pierre and Marie Curie, Paris 
Post Doctoral Researcher at Inserm, Paris,France 

 
 

I still remember the first day of college when I took admission for the Bachelor's in 
Microbiology. The first day began with heavy rains. Once began, it was wonderful 
season of those five years. My journey in Modern College, Ganeshkhind started in 
2005 and continued till I finished my masters in Microbiology in 2010. Today, many 
wonderful memories stand as a souvenir when I started writing this article for college 
magazine. 
       What I gained in those five years was the confidence and self belief which helped 
me throughout voyage until today. When I admitted for Microbiology course in 
college, initially it wasn’t a happy decision for me. It was out of disappointment of not 
getting admitted for medical courses (Engineering was for sure not my piece of cake). 
It was little sour feeling with which I started college. But, in those five years I got so 
much involved in college and Microbiology department that I forgot the feeling of 
initial disappointment and got motivated to extend this journey in science further.   
            Not only knowledge in various domains of science but college also gave me 
good bunch of friends; the friendship I shall carry for whole my life.   
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Although, I didn’t used to bunk the lectures much, the time I spent in canteen was 
unforgettable with all those wonderful friends and classmates.  
           In the bachelor years and during masters I got opportunity for one to one 
interaction with the professors especially with Microbiology department. I still 
remember the wonderful lectures taught by Ogale Madam (Genetics), Dande Madam 
and Durga Kulkarni Madam (Immunology), Neelima Kulkarni Madam (Enzymology), 
Vrushali Madam (Biostatistics) and Nadgauda Madam (Biochemistry). I still 
remember library campus and the way we used to take reference books for making 
notes. I had great impact of Durga Kulkarni Madam’s personality, so much, that still 
her absence saddens me.  
               I believe that her teaching encouraged me to do specialization in 
Immunology during my PhD. Today she would have been happy to know that I 
finished my PhD successfully.  
            I also used to admire teaching of Ogale Madam and Neelima Kulkarni Madam. 
In fact, all who taught me during that time I remember their teaching style and their 
voice. Whether to take part in the Science exhibition or to take part in different 
competitions during college years brought a lot of fun.  
      
All professors used to take part in those activities with great enthusiasm. Not only 
teaching but non-teaching staff was also important part of our day to day college life. I 
cannot forget our wonderful Trupti Kulkarni Madam who used to welcome us with 
her wonderful smile and used to keep things ready for our practical classes. 
 
Since Modern College was located near from University of Pune and National 
Chemical Laboratory, I had great opportunity to meet professors and scientists beyond 
the college department. Communicating with the Dr. Vidya Gupta, Dr. Deopurkar, Dr. 
Kanchanganga Gandhe, Prof. Kshirsagar and Prof. Bhole was indeed a lifetime 
experience.  
              During my masters I got opportunity to work with Dr. Vidya Gupta in 
National Chemical Laboratory and this was nice introduction for me to step into 
research career. I am grateful to college for giving me these opportunities.I take 
opportunity to thank Modern College, especially all members of Microbiology 
department not only for the knowledge they gave me during my bachelor and master 
courses but also for giving me this wonderful piece of memories. I hope this thread 
continues further. I wish a very good luck to college and Microbiology department for 
future journey. 
 

***** 
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Renu Gopinathan 

Junior Research Fellow, 
Dr. Deepak K. Saini lab, 

Molecular Reproductive Developmental Genetics 
Department, 

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India. 
 

Currently I am working as a JRF in Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore . Currently I 
am working on the signalling systems involved in the pathogen Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis. 
  I enrolled for a bachelor's degree in Microbiology in Modern College. I still 
remember vividly my first day of college, back in 2007, a myriad of emotions going 
through my head. However soon I started liking the lectures, the faculty and best of 
all, I met my best friends in this very college.  
 I owe my achievements to this department, from learning the basics of biology to 
giving valuable advice every now and then, they have always been there to guide us. 
What I love about the entire faculty is that every professor is so compassionate about 
his subject, that being reflected in their teaching. With that, I would like to thank 
Dande Madam for making me fall in love with Immunology.  
            I sincerely believe that where I am right now is all thanks to the entire faculty 
of Microbiology department. I wouldn't be able to enroll into MSU, one of the best 
universities for masters in Microbiology if it had not been the clear understanding of 
the subject I gained during my bachelor's. Also the department evoked the passion 
towards this subject which guides me today also to work in one of the best institutes in 
the country.I am delighted to hear about our college celebrating its 25th anniversary 
and also it gives me great pleasure to be a part of it. 

***** 

Rupangi Verma 
Post-doctoral research fellow 

National University of Singapore 
 

 
I have very fond memories of my alma mater- Modern College Ganeshkhind,  the 
credit goes solely to my teachers there. I enrolled in the college for BSc Microbiology 
in 2001 (the batch of 2001-2004). After school, there is always great apprehension 
over what one wants to become in life and chose a career path that can keep you 
happy. There is nothing that can match the guidance of good faculty at the college to 
help you see clearly the stream that interests you. That's what the faculty helped me in. 
              The teachers were extremely friendly and approachable. Not only was I able 
to seek help in studies but also personally if I had some troubles. I associate my 
fondest memories with Mrs. Sneha Ogale Madam. She played a pivotal role in 
developing my interest towards science. I remember asking her loads of questions 
before and after the class, to which she responded happily and ensured that she 
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explained things to me till the time I fully understood... Have troubled her lot I guess 
with my inquisitive buzzing brain. She was always there when I started worrying 
about my future and gave many careers counseling sessions to me. Helping me know 
the various options I had after BSc and the pros and cons for each. The Microbiology 
faculty appeared as one big family.. 
           The teachers often announced the release of various entrance forms and kept 
cross checking with us if we filled them before the last date. The anxiety & hope of us 
getting through a good place after BSc was evident on the faces of our teachers, a rare 
sight these days. 
             I am very thankful to my entire faculty and college for helping me understand 
what I really desired from life. I have completed my PhD in Tuberculosis and 
currently working as a Post-Doctoral research fellow at National University of 
Singapore.  
              My research focuses on drug development against Tuberculosis and 
developing various animal models for studying the relapse of the disease. 
 
I take this opportunity to thank you all again for helping me reach the heights where I 
am today. Wishing Modern College all the best for many more years of lightening 
students lives!  
 

***** 
 

 

Sahil Wagh 
Quality Control Officer, 

Serum Institute of India Pvt. Ltd. 
  

When I joined Modern College Ganeshkhind in the year 2006, I was pretty much new 
to city life. Just like everything, the approach of colleges towards career of students 
was albeit different from my local place.  
                Colleges in Pune, as I came to know, took students' careers very seriously. I 
had little idea of the competition in career hunting and naturally I chose to be a lay 
back person, always casual about my future. 
             I made friends, adjusted to faster life, got acquainted with a lot of people who 
taught many things on the way. My friends and my teachers helped me understand 
that I had a lot of potential and I need to gear up for the race which was coming 
hastily at me. 
              I was lucky enough to have a great and knowledgeable staff who exploited 
my quality to ask questions by giving me the right answers. They always provided 
notes to students but maintained that we go through a lot of references to learn. Text 
and Reference books were easily at my disposal - blessing of a nice library. Guest 
lectures gifted me the nectar of the subjects and I was glad meet a lot of Knowledge 
Giants of Microbiology like Dr. Nath, Dr. Deopurkar, Dr. Watve, Dr. Bhole.  
                  The lab work was great as we had a lab equipped with all the necessary lab 
ware due to which I was able to complete my dissertation work under the guidance of 
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Ogale Madam. She knew I was lazy at work and always nudged me to spring up from 
the puddle I was making beneath myself. Being an HOD she arranged for inspections 
of students wherein students were told about their strengths and how to use them . 

                     ***** 
 

Shweta Limbachiya 
Junior Editorial Associate 

(Research and Analysis division) 
                               Crest 

MODERN JOURNEY…… 
It was 2013, My Masters in Microbiology journey starts!!! 
"No clue of how it’s going to be" 
Am I going to be perfect or just going to be weird? 
Am I going to make new friends or stay in the corner? 
Will Modern College teachers make any difference in my life? 
“Many questions in one go” 
Along with time all my questions get their answers, 
Amazing it was!! I said it to myself. 
I was then confident about my journey at Modern College 
The reason why was- "Teachers" 
Yes teachers well said "A teacher affects the eternity" 
Does the ambience of the classroom, 
the friendly environment got to say "I'll be there for you" 
All in one tone. 
How my life changed I was amazed. 
One college, teachers around and friends, 
all boosted for upcoming various competitions, 
exposure to small and big platforms, 
sometimes explaining journeys of alumni, 
or sometime explaining experiments done by great men. 
Teaching to lead life, teaching to get up each time we fall, 
Making us ready as a warrior 
and then,learning from others and some from ourselves 
Journey continues-Question of career begins “what to do next“? 
There again turns up a guiding hand- "staff members" 
Who says, "You will make" 
They made strong warriors, they got meaning into one’s life. 
With the ticking hours of time, I wipe down my fright, 
Tomorrow is mine, I have to fight, 
“I will Win”So every time you think, it’s not a piece of cake, 
Close your eyes and listen to your heart, you will surely make. 
 

 
***** 
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 Shweta Deshmukh 

Research Associate, 
Oncology & Reproductive Genetics Health 

                 Research group  Illumina 
. 

Hi! I am Shweta Deshmukh, an alumnus of Modern College, Pune. 
              I work as a Research Associate in one of the leading companies in Biotech & 
listed Fortune 500-companies, in California. I am a part of Oncology & Reproductive 
Genetics Health Research group here. We are the minds behind the concepts and ideas 
that goes into Next generation sequencing solutions for Non Invasive Prenatal 
testing (NIPT).  For an average student like me, aiming for high and fulfilling those 
dreams has never been an impossible task. It takes right college, right mentors, good 
company, confidence in oneself and determination to take one step further into the 
future.  
          Yes, I have been fortunate enough to get all this at one place-Modern College, 
Ganeshkhind. My initial acedamic years helped me gain lot of knowledge regarding 
the new concepts & ideas. None of that would have been possible without  guidance 
and support of my mentors.  Mentors in Microbiology department like Mrs Ogale 
Madam, Mrs Neelima Kulkarni Madam, Late Mrs Durga Kulkarni Madam, Mrs 
Nadgauda Madam, Mrs Sonawane Madam, Mrs Trupti Kulkarni Madam and from 
Botany and Zoology department, Mrs Raundal Madam, Mr Snehal Shinde Sir, Mr 
Jayant Randive Sir and Mrs Patil Madam have been my dependable pillars for the 
entire career in Modern College. Botany and Zoology classes in this college with 
Shinde Sir and Randive Sir were always fun.  
            Fermentation biology was one of the toughest subjects for me, until Neelima 
Kulkarni Madam taught us.  She made us think about the application side rather than 
by- hearting those concepts! Mrs Sonawane Madam had good tactics to grasp any 
subject quickly. I used to enjoy her practicals.  Mrs Trupti Kulkarni aka TK Madam 
was smartest as a Lab manager. We had lot of laughs exchanged with a zest for 
knowing more about microorganisms. Bachelor’s had been like a sweet dream come 
true.  
                  Mrs Ogale Madam has been the best Head of the Microbiology 
Department in Modern College. Apart from her excellent leadership skills, she had 
passion for her subject, even if that meant explaining concepts in Marathi. One of her 
many classes I strongly remember were, where she had explained Sanger’s 
sequencing. I was so mesmerized then and coincidently today, I work in a Next 
Generation Sequencing company. I have also seen several ups and downs in my career 
path. But I can positively say Modern College made me a better person. It has helped 
me develop positive attitude towards my career and discover more about myself. 
Accomplishments in this college were a stepping stone towards further study in US. 

 ***** 
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Dr. Soumen Roy 
Postdoctoral Fellow, 

Laboratory of Dr. Giorgio Trinchieri, 
Cancer and Inflammation Program, 

National Cancer Institute, 
                National Institutes of Health   

                                                    Bethesda 20892, 
 

A journey towards fulfilling my dreams 
 
I am feeling very happy to share my ongoing research journey, which I started in 
Modern College, Ganeshkhind, Pune, in 2002. 
    Once someone mentioned a quote to me by Paulo Coelho- “And, when you want 
something, the entire universe conspires in helping you to achieve it”. This gave me 
an extra strength to work harder to achieve my dreams that I wanted to explore the 
entire world, meet with different people, study abroad and exchange knowledge etc.  
                 Having studied the entire science subjects in Bengali till class 12th, it was 
not an easy journey for me to start. Initially, it was very hard for me to follow the 
lectures because of scientific terminologies. However, all the teachers were extremely 
patient and supportive to explain me the subjects outside the class and also sometimes 
in Hindi as well. I can never forget the teaching, mentorship and support from Ogale 
Madam, Shinde Madam, Durga Kulkarni Madam and Sonawane Madam; Trupti 
Kulkarni Madam and Sachin Sir for all their support during microbiology practical; 
Snehal Shinde Sir (Botany Department), Jayant Randive Sir and Bharati Patil Madam 
from Zoology Department. 
           An institution grows because of its great management. The administration 
staffs (specially Kadam Sir) always extended their helping hand. 
Infection and the procedure of a pathogen entry to a healthy tissue intrigued me from 
childhood, although I had no research plan being a kid ☺. After deciding to pursue my 
career in the field of Microbiology, host-microbe interaction became my greatest 
research intere 
                 Between, the academic year 2002-2005 it was not mandatory to perform a 
scientific project.  I was aiming to join the integrated MSc-PhD program at the Max-
Plank Institute in Germany and for that I had to demonstrate research activity during 
my bachelor studies.  I was not only provided with an opportunity to spend two 
months in a small biotech company, but also I got an opportunity to work on a 
research project to characterize pathogens from different human clinical samples, 
under the supervision of Ogale Madam, at the Department of Micobiology, Modern 
College, and by  collaborating with local hospitals. Although, I could not join the PhD 
program in Germany immediately after my Bachelor studies, but all the small projects 
have made the research foundation for future. 
            
                        Immediately after finishing my studies in Modern College, I joined 
Mangalore University, at the Department of Biosciences. We did not have project in 
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our program either, however me along with two of my classmates convinced our 
Department Chairman, and, we did a project on genotoxicity by endosulfan, and 
fungal bioremediation. We presented our data at a National conference in Hyderabad 
and the project was highly appreciated. 
 One opportunity leads to another, in the following summer, I spent my time in West 
Bengal University of Technology to work on early detection of pathogens causing 
urinary tract infection. I wanted to do PhD in the field of infection biology but, I did 
not get any suitable positions at that time in Europe and spent another 4 months in 
WBUT and worked on biofilms.  
Finally, the day came in the November, 2007, when I got an invitation for interview 
from the Innsbruck  Medical University, Austria. One of my dreams was fulfilled and 
I moved to Austria to study targeted nanomedicine to prevent hearing loss, of which I 
had a limited knowledge at that time. However, the search committee was interested 
in my dynamic expertise that I accumulated during my small research projects over 
the years during my Bachelors and Masters studies. I knew that targeted nanomedicine 
was a big thing at that time and the experience may help to treat different human 
diseases as well. I tried to look at the big picture.  
           I was also intrigued by the project as it was conducted by European Union and 
was a consortium project, called Nanoear, which consisted of 24 labs around 16 
countries in a highly collaborative atmosphere. During my PhD work, our group at 
Innsbruck Medical University (I was registered at University of Innsbruck) were the 
first to show along with other discoveries, that multifunctional nanoparticle based 
targeting in the cochlea, which can be used for cochlear drug delivery.  During my 
PhD, I received several fellowships, including Marie Curie fellowships and also 
presented my work in many conferences, that allowed me to travel 12 different 
countries across Europe and that lead to lifelong friendships with some of our 
collaborators and colleagues. 
               On 2012 I moved to USA at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, 
(which has 27 different institutes), to pursue research at the National Institutes on 
Deafness and Other Communication Disorders. I investigated for three years the 
molecular mechanism of cochlear hair cell death by chemotherapeutic drugs and also 
to develop a co-therapy which will protect from hearing loss.  
             We developed a sound conditioning based co-therapy which protected hearing 
against cisplatin or aminoglycoside antibiotics induced hearing loss that is currently 
under consideration for human clinical trial.  

 Advancement of anticancer therapeutics significantly enhanced the life expectancy of 
the patients. However, therapy associated side effects impose a great limitation in the 
management of anti-cancer therapy.  I have been thinking to explore more in the field 
of immunology and cancer biology, in order to reduce therapy associated side effects 
and to develop more efficient targeted therapy.  
   In November, 2013 a pioneering paper was published in Science from the laboratory 
of Dr. Giorgio Trinchieri, National Cancer Institute, NIH, stating that gut microbiota 
modulates the efficacy of cancer chemotherapeutics by regulating different myeloid 
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cells.  Being a student of Microbiology that paper drew my immediate attention as I 
was working on an another project on tissue resident macrophages and cisplatin 
mediated hearing loss. I contacted Dr. Trinchieri, who is an eminent immunologist 
and cancer biologist, regarding a possibility to join his group to understand the 
complex interaction between different immune cells, anticancer therapy and different 
microbiota. He provided me an opportunity to study the role of gut microiobta in 
modulating systemic toxicity and to enhance the efficacy of cancer treatments.  
      After 10 years since I left Modern College, my training in Microbiology again 
became relevant and I am very happy that my dynamic training and timely career 
move will help me to understand some of the mystery in microbiota based cancer 
initiation, regulation and therapy. Thinking out from the comfortable bubble, may 
open a complete new dimension of research that may enhance the quality  
of human health.  
               Training from Modern College has prepared me to continue my scientific 
endeavor in India, Europe and USA; and helped me to be a part of global research.                                                
 

***** 
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Srinath Gopakumar 
Senior Consultant, Spend Data Management, 

IBM India Pvt Ltd, Pune 
 

 
 

Department of Microbiology, Modern College, Ganeshkhind, where emphasis is 
more on understanding what we learn & getting our fundamentals right than 
just enabling us to clear exams. 
                 I completed my B.Sc in Microbiology from Modern College, Ganeshkhind 
in the year 2006. From 2003 to 2006, I spend good 3 years enriching & enlightening 
myself not only with regards to curriculum related knowledge but also with regards to 
attitude & approach towards sciences I do & personality development. 
                   I am very much grateful to my teachers, friends & also non-teaching staffs 
then for playing their parts in my successes & knowledge gained, especially my 
teachers who were very much dedicated & determined to ensure that we get our 
fundamentals right & doubts cleared. 
                  We were encouraged to ask our doubts & they would patiently help us 
clear them. We were encouraged to share our ideas & helped us blossom them with 
their able guidance. They helped us appreciate & enjoy what we were learning & 
instilled our intellectual curiosity towards various sciences we were learning.  
                    When I went to Mangalore University for my MSc in Biosciences, these 
fundamentals helped me excel there & create a name & recognition for myself. The 
faculties there had great regards for students coming from Modern College, 
Ganeshkhind. Before me two of my seniors from Dept of Microbiology, Modern 
College, Ganeshkhind, Tanmoy Bhattacharyya & Soumen Roy had already made their 
mark there.  
                   The then chairman of Dept of Biosciences, Prof Sridhar Kandikere , was 
very much fond of me & appreciated & respected my knowledge in bacteriology & 
related practical/laboratory skills. 
 He asked me to conduct practicals in bacteriology for my classmates as well as my 
juniors, which I consider as an honor & appreciation of my knowledge & skills in the 
said field. Once, Prof Sridhar asked me if I could devise an experiment to see if there 
are any biological significance of silver nanoparticles generated through Electron 
Beam Irradiation by Material Science Dept, Mangalore University. I came up with an 
experiment to gauge antibacterial potential of silver nanoparticles.  
                  We have our work published in International Journal of Nanoparticles. 
 I owe them all to my teachers from Microbiology Dept, Modern College, 
Ganeshkhind who ensured that my basics & fundamentals were clear. They instilled a 
scientific culture, etiquette, approach & attitude in us which helped & guided us 
everywhere we went. I extend my heartfelt appreciation, respect & gratitude towards 
them. There are many many fond memories of my time spent in Modern College, 
Ganeshkhind. I consider myself fortunate to have gotten the opportunity to study 
under the able guidance of our beloved teachers & I also take this opportunity to thank 
the non-teaching staffs & friends who were of great help & support to me. 

                                                        ***** 
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Dr.Shrikant Pawar  
Technical Officer 'A', 

MCC-NCCS, 
Pune 

 
First of all I would like to congratulate the college administration for the Silver Jubilee 
year of our esteemed college. 
         When I joined the college, Post-graduate section of Microbiology department 
was just two years old, hence I was curious about the teachers. But as soon as we 
started our term we were pleased to see the likes of Dr. Neelima Kulkarni who was 
amazing with her subject ‘Biochemistry’. She had always been a great support during 
my M.Sc. I really appreciated Mrs. Sneha Ogale’s vision in placing the right teachers 
at the right place. 
        In the second year I was asked by Ogale Madam to go and meet Dr Kalpana 
Joshi from Health Sciences department, SPPU for my dissertation work. When I met 
Dr. Kalpana and discussed about the kind of research problem I would have to work 
on, I noticed that Ogale Madam had already taken efforts to put me at the right place 
understanding my capacities and my fondness of the subject (Molecular Biology). 
                          There I started my journey of a molecular biologist and hence later on 
pursued my PhD in Microbial diversity of extreme environment (Stratospheric air) 
which further helped me in getting a position at Microbial Culture collection, NCCS, 
Pune. 

***** 
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                 Dr. Sougata Ghosh             
                          Assistant Professor, 

                        Department of Microbiology, 
                                     Modern College of Arts, Science and Commerce, 

                           Ganeshkhind, Pune - 411016 
 

 
As an alumnus of Modern College of Arts, Science and Commerce, 

Ganeshkhind, Pune, I feel immensely fortunate to start my academic journey on 1st 
August, 2004 from Department of Microbiology. During my high school days I was 
told that Pune is called ‘Oxford of East’, which I could literally experienced only after 
joining Progressive Education Society’s Modern College. Initially, being first time out 
of home I faced various shortcomings, like linguistic problems, food, accommodation 
and health which I could successfully overcome with most caring and helpful 
guidance extended by Mrs. Sneha Ogale, H.O. D., Department of Microbiology. She 
was more of a mentor to me than teacher. Right from the beginning till today, each 
and every teacher has played very significant role in my journey to climb the stairs of 
success.  

            During my F.Y. B.Sc. I was exposed to various microbiological 
techniques to explore the diversity in Myxobacteria for annual science exhibition by 
Mrs Apupama Sonawane, which infused in me the sense of team spirit, inquisitiveness 
and innovative thinking. In my T.Y. B.Sc. Microbiology course my project on 
‘Microbial Limit Test’ under the supervision of Mrs. Ashwini Satbhai, greatly 
benefitted me to know the standard laboratory practices, tests for quality control and 
assurance in company and  microbiological media preparation and culturing. After 
completion of B.Sc. Microbiology I did my M.Sc. Microbiology from Modern 
College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Shivajinagar, Pune.  

               Being first batch of M.Sc. Microbiology course in Shivajinagar 
campus, we were given all sorts of supports and guidance to establish laboratory 
facilities. I used be a bridge element between these sister departments. I joined Ph.D. 
Microbiology in 2009 in Institute of Bioinformatics and Biotechnology, Savitribai 
Phule Pune University, Pune India. 

                      The research intensive teaching and hands on training received 
during my college days helped me to understand how qualities like perseverance, 
dedication and devotion are most critical for research that enabled me to contribute to 
science excellently. I could file 6 Indian Patents and could successfully published 40 
(forty) papers in peer reviewed international journals which are highly appreciated 
having 515 citations with h-index 12 and i10-index 14. I could venture to work in 
newer areas of nanomedicine and nanobiotechnology owing to my multidisciplinary 
college projects. 

             I could establish and execute collaborative research for promotion of 
innovation in drug discovery strategies that were successfully published in Journal of                          
Nanomedicine and Nanotechnology, Organic and Biomolecular Chemistry and 
Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry.  
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 Numerous invitations to  deliver talks and speeches in International 
Conferences like 5th International Conference on Pathology, Chicago IL; ASM 
Biodefense and Emerging Diseases Research meeting, Washington D.C., U.S.A.; 2nd 
International Translational Nanomedicine Conference, 25th to 27th July, 2014, 
Northeastern University, Boston, U.S.A. and V International Conference on 
Environmental, Industrial and Applied Microbiology – BioMicroWorld-2013, Madrid, 
Spain boosted my self confidence to impart knowledge and take research to newer 
heights. In January, 2015, I was invited to deliver a lecture on ‘College to 
Community’ as an alumnus which exposed me to the tremendous enthusiasm of the 
students of this college towards exploration of newer facts, serving the society and 
excitement for out of the box thinking. 

          This event finally gave a new dimension to my career. I got determined 
to serve my alma mater and impart knowledge to students, and joined as Assistant 
Professor in Department of Microbiology, in July, 2015. During my lectures, practical, 
presentations, social programs and various events I could foster logical thinking and 
systematic planned approach coupled with the analytical skills in the present students. 
The results reflected within one year when in May, 2016 the project students on M.Sc. 
Microbiology, could publish 3 Indian patents and 3 International Publications, 
bringing glory to Modern College. Our research caught the attention of news dailies 
and gained the appreciation from various spheres of the society right from Vice 
Chancellor, SPPU to Hon’ble Member of Parliament Mrs. Supria Sule. I gained 
expertise in the field of microbiology, diabetes, cancer and nanobiotechnology which 
received highly appreciation in the peer reviewed international journals like 
International Journal of Nanomedicine, Journal of Nanomedicine and 
Nanotechnology, Journal of Nanomaterials, Evidence Based Complementary and 
Alternative Medicine, Journal of Organic Chemistry, Bioorganic and Medicinal 
Chemistry Letters and Organic & Biomolecular Chemistry.  
 Wishes and support from Dr. G. R. Ekbote, Chairman, Progressive Education 
Society, congratulated for the research initiatives and Dr. Sanjay Kharat, Principal, 
Modern College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Ganeshkhind, have been the real 
strength and inspiration behind my constant efforts to make positive contributions 
through my knowledge, skills and personal commitment towards the organization and 
to continuously strive for professional excellence and individual satisfaction. 
        

 
***** 
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Placement of Alumni 
2011-16 

Sr. 
No. 

Name of Student Company 

1 Lonkar Krutika Jayant 

Trainee at Innovation Biologicals Pvt. 
Ltd, Venture Centre, 100 NCL 
Innovation Park, Dr Homi Bhabha 
Road, Pashan, Pune, Maharashtra 
411008 

2 Nayak Akshata Anand 
Trainee editorial associate, Crest 
Premedia Solutions Pvt. Ltd.(A 
Springer-Nature Venture) 

3 Joshi Lipi Darshan Crest Premedia Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

4 Dhumane Smita Anant Emcure Pharmaceutical, Pune 

5 Patil Nikita Sunil 

Ph.D. scholar at School of Biological 
Sciences, National Institute of Science 
Education and Research(NISER), 
Jatni, Bhubaneshwar, Odisha 

6 Naik Venkatesh Sanjay 
Microbiologist, Quality 
control,Vadhivarhe Speciality 
Chemicals Limited 

7 Gurav Sonal Pravin 
Neelikon Food Dyes And Chemicals 
Limited, Roha 

8 Godambe Tejashree Dinesh 
Lab assistant Golvilkar Metropolis 
Laboratories 

9 Kulkarni Apurva Mahesh Evolvus Ltd. 

10 Padhar Nivedita Pandurang 
Q. C. Microbiologist at Pharma 
Company, Mumbai 

11 
Kaushik Neelam 
Shyamsundar 

Online Tutor CeLT Technologies 

12 Cheruvathur Jennifer Raphel Project Assistant at NCL Laboratory 

13 Mandavkar Sonal Ganpat 
In vitro fertilization ( IVF Clinic), 
Pune 

14 Walgude Vrushali 
Microbiologist at Pathology Lab 
Swargate, Pune 

15 Banale Rituja Arvind Evolvus Ltd. 

16 Suryavanshi Sandhya Laxman Trainee at Clinical Research Centre 
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Jahangir Hospital 

17 Phugare Shweta Suresh 
Clinical Data Analyst, Clinical 
Research Centre Jahangir Hospital 

18 Gaikwad Saurabh Lahu 
Research assistant at Bharati 
Vidyapeeth, Pune 

19 Raheja Sheetal Bharat Evolvus Ltd. 

20 Pande Pranav Mukund Research assistant at NCCS Pune 

21 Jog Ashiwini Arun Evolvus Ltd. 

22 Yadav Manasi Bhaskar Online Tutor CeLT Technologies 

23 Khadilkar Jayashree 
Online Tutor CeLT Technologies, 
Trainer at Muktangan Exploratory 
Centre 

24 Newale Kalyani 
Tutor at private Coaching class, 
Pimpari 

25 Shirke Bhagayashree Rajaram 
Technician at Pathology Laboratory, 
Pimpari 

26 Hivarkar Sai Suresh 
Q. C. Microbiologist at Emcure 
Pharma, Pune 

27 Rao Hemalatha Sunder 
Assistant Professor at D. Y. Patil 
College, Pimpari 

28 Joshi Akshay Jaiprakash 
Research assistant at Agharkar 
Research Institute 

Placement in Industry: National-level (Outside Pune) 

               Placement in Industry: National-level (Within Pune) 

Sr. 
No. 

Name Designation Organization 

1 Nitin Gaikwad Associate Director,  BIOCON 

2 Eugene Carvalho Manager  Wockhardt 

3 Pradeep Khalule Microbiologists, 

Quality Control 

Cipla, Goa 

Sr. 
No. 

Name Designation Organization 

1 Ashish Dighe Assistant Manager, 
Quality Assurance 

Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

2 Amit Godbole Officer, Production Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 
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Placement in Industry: National-level (Outside Pune) 

National-level Research Institutes (Outside Pune) 

3 Sahil Wagh Executive Officer,  
Quality Control 

Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

4 Pankaj Chadchan Executive Officer,  
Quality Control 

Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

5 Prashant Garud Officer, Quality 

Assurance 

Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

6 Anoop Pawar Executive Officer, 

Production 

Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

7 Mayur Phule Officer, Quality 

Assurance 

Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

8 Deepak Shinde Microbiologist Serum Institute of 
India Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

Sr. 
No. 

Name Designation Organization 

1 Nitin Gaikwad Associate Director,  BIOCON 

2 Eugene Carvalho Manager  Wockhardt 

3 Pradeep Khalule Microbiologists, 

Quality Control 

Cipla, Goa 

Sr. 
No. 

Name Designation/ 
Pursuing/ 
Completed 

Institute 

1 Romi Gupta MSc Madurai Kamaraj 
University 

JRF IISc, Bangalore 

2 Prasad Admane Ph.D student NII, Delhi 

3 Ajay Akhade MSc IIT-Roorkee 

PhD student NII, Delhi 

4 Peehu Pardeshi PhD student IIT-Mumbai 

5 Shakuntala Pillai Ph.D student CCMB, 
Hyderabad 

6 Nikhil Gaitonde Ph.D student NCBS, Bangalore 

7 Renu Gopinathan MSc MSU, Baroda 

8 Ayush Ranawade MSc MSU, Baroda 

JRF ACTREC, 
Mumbai 
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Anand Parchure          
Founder and Managing Director 
Parchure Engineers Pvt. Ltd. 

 
Anand was an intelligent, cheerful and enthusiastic student if the department. He has 

completed his Bachelor’s degree in Physics and Masters’ degree MCA. He has also 

done postgraduate diploma in Finance Management from IMCC, Pune. He has 

completed Section A of Mechanical Engineering from Institute of Engineers, Pune 

Chapter. Since 2011 he is working as Founder and Managing Director at Parchure 

Engineers Pvt. Ltd. It is a company manufacturing engineering products and services 

for Environment, Chemical, Food and Agro Industry. He is also a business owner of 

NAVTANTRA, a company manufacturing domestic wind turbine systems. 
 

He has experience in Design, Engineering, Manufacturing, and Sales & Marketing & 

Finance Management of 7 years with expertise in Sales & Supplier Chain Creation, 

brand imaging and creation. ISO System Implementation. 
 

His Key Strengths are Inter-personal skills, team leading capabilities, thorough 

knowledge about manufacturing, electro-mechanical equipments, material selection & 

structural designing, ability to perform under time and target oriented conditions & 

commitments, leadership qualities, excellent communication skills in English, Hindi 

and Marathi. Sound Administrative skills & experience. 
 

In addition to his career as an entrepreneur he also pursue parallel career as Free 

Lance Personality Trainer for Corporate, Management & Educational Institutes. Free 

Lance Etiquette & Leadership Trainer for Corporates, Management & Educational 

Institutes. His Hobbies are Playing Lawn Tennis, Playing musical instruments & 

reading. 

 
He is a member of College IQAC since 2013-14. 
 

 

***** 
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Hrishikesh Bhosale                
Founder and Managing Director 
The Learners’ Academy 
 
He has completed his B.Sc. (Physics) from Modern College, Ganeshkhind, and M.Sc. 

(Physics) from Fergusson College. 

He has worked as Science teacher at Vishwa Nirmala Vidya Mandir Jejuri. Now he 

has started his own enterprise “The Learners’ Academy” 

 

He works for a number of different NGO’s which work for social cause like The 

Environmental hazards caused by ships, Educational Facilities for under privileged 

children and Cleaning the river. 
 

Here are his feelings about the college……. 

Memories about my College:  

Modern college of Arts Commerce and Science, Ganeshkhind, has the  lions share in 

making me what I am now. There are many things that I have got from the college, 

but the most important things that I have got are adaptability, patience, analytical 

skills, scientific approach, and a never-to-give-up spirit. However, one quality that my 

college has given me, which I cherish till now and will continue to cherish it my entire 

life is ‘being a learner’.  

                         The college has taught me to learn from everything that is going 

around me. It has taught me to learn from my failures as well as from my triumphs, it 

has taught me to learn from the nature, and the people around me. I think it was my 

college who had cultivated this habit of being a ‘learner’ who like to learn, each and 

everything than can be learned. It has given be all the exposure that was possible 

towards various aspects of life, and I always feel proud about it.   

             I hope they carry on their good work of creating students who would strive to 

make the best of the opportunities given to them.  

 

***** 
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‘¶waoe {J. n«^wUo,‘¶waoe {J. n«^wUo,‘¶waoe {J. n«^wUo,‘¶waoe {J. n«^wUo,    

- gm¶Ýg [anmoQ>©a, ‘hmamï´> Q>mB©åg, 

- g§nmXH$,  {gQ>rPZ gmBª{Q>ñQ>, B§J«Or ‘amR>r {Z¶VH$mbrH$  

- H$m¶©dmh, g|Q>a ’$m°a {g{Q>PZ gm¶Ýg 

AZw^d AZw^d AZw^d AZw^d ----    

1)  Jobr 14 df} {dkmZ V§ÌkmZ {df¶mV bmoH$gËVm, gH$mi, ‘hmamï´> Q>mB©åg Am{X d¥ËVnÌm§VyZ Am{U AZw^d 

¶m ‘m{gH$mVyZ boIZ, Jobr 9 df} {dkmZ nÌH$m[aVm, E~rnr ‘mPm Am{U Am¶~rEZ bmoH$‘V ¶m dm{hÝ¶m§darb MM}V 

Aä¶mgH$ åhUyZ gh^mJ, nwUo {dÚmnrR>mÀ¶m nÌH$m[aVm Aä¶mgH«$‘m‘Ü¶o {dkmZ nÌH$marVm ¶m {df¶r AÜ¶mnZ. 

2) IJmobemñÌ, AdH$meemñÌ, hdm‘mZemñÌ ho {deof Aä¶mgmMo {df¶. 

3) Jobr AmR> df} ^maVr¶ AdH$me H$m¶©H«$‘mda {deof Aä¶mg, BñÌmoÀ¶m AdH$me¶mZm§À¶m CÈ>mUm§Mo dmVmªH$Z 

H$aÊ¶mgmR>r {Z¶{‘VnUo lrh[aH$moQ>bm ôQ> ¶m CÈ>mUm§Mo ‘amR>r ‘mÜ¶‘m§gmR>r gd©àW‘ bmB©ìh dmVmªH$Z, ^maVmÀ¶m 

M§mÐ‘mo{h‘oMm Am{U ‘§Ji ‘mo{h‘oMm Aä¶mg, gd© à‘wI AdH$me emñÌkm§À¶m ‘wbmIVr.  

4) IJmob {díd g§ñWoÛmao amÁ¶^amV Jobr 16 df} IJmob Am{U {dkmZ àgmamMo H$m¶©. 

5) {dÚmWu, {ejH$m§gmR>r IJmobemñÌ, AdH$meemñÌmdarb Aä¶mgH«$‘ Am{U H$m¶©emim§Mo Am¶moOZ. EH$ 

hOmamhÿZ A{Yo AmH$me{ZarjH$m§Zm à{ejU. 

6) qnnar qMMdS> gm¶Ý¶ H$m±J«og Am{U nwUo gm¶Ýg {’$ë‘ ’o$pñQ>ìhbbm gwédmV. 

7) hm¡er AmH$me{ZarjH$, Am{U IJmob N>m¶m{MÌU - CëH$mdfm©d, {d{dY J«hUo, {nYmZ, Vmè¶m§Mr {Z¶{‘VnUo 

{ZarjUo, Am§Vaamï´>r¶ àH$ënmV gh^mJ, IJmobr¶ N>m¶m{MÌo {d{dY d¥ËVnÌo Am{U Am§Vaamï´>r¶ ‘m{gH$m§V à{gÜX. 

8)  ^maVmV Amo[agm, JwOamV Am{U ‘hmamï´>mV KS>boë¶m AeZrnmVm§Mm àË¶j ñWimda OmD$Z Aä¶mg. 

9) AeZrÛmao gmS>onmM bmI dfm©nydu {Z‘m©U Pmboë¶m bmoUma {ddamÀ¶m g§dY©ZmgmR>r Jobr 13 df} H$m¶©aV. 

bmoUmabm ""dëS>© hoarQ>oO Mm XOm© {‘imdm ¶mgmR>r à¶ËZerb.  

10)  bmoUma gamodamda hmoUmè¶m àXþfUmMm Aä¶mg, ¶m Aä¶mgmVyZ g‘moa Amboë¶m VÏ¶m§À¶m AmYmao emgZmZo 

bmoUma‘Ü¶o hmoUmao àXþfU Wm§~{dÊ¶mgmR>r àH$ën C^mabm. 

11)  g¡Q>obmB©Q> Am{U {gQ>rPZ gmBª{Q>ñQ> ¶m B§J«Or-‘amR>r {Z¶VH$mbrH$mÀ¶m ‘mÜ¶‘mVyZ {dkmZmVrb Mmby 

KS>m‘moS>r Am{U {dkmZ gm{hË¶ {dÚmWu Am{U gd©gm‘mÝ¶m§n¶ªV nmoM{dÊ¶mgmR>r à¶ËZerb. 

12) g|Q>a ’$m°a {gQ>rPZ gm¶ÝgÀ¶m ‘mÜ¶‘mVyZ {dÚmWu Am{U gd©gm‘mÝ¶ ZmJ[aH$m§Zm {dkmZ g§emoYZmV àË¶j 

gh^mJr H$éZ KoÊ¶mgmR>r à¶ËZ Ë¶m A§VJ©V gÜ¶m {d{dY joÌmVrb 25 {dÚmWu Am{U ZmJ[aH$ nwÊ¶mVrb Zm‘d§V 

g§emoYZ g§ñWm§gmo~V g§emoYZ àH$ën H$arV AmhoV. 
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13) XaS>tMr EH$ {Xdg AmYr nyd© H$ënZm XoUmè¶m ""gVH©$ ¶m gw{dYogmR>r nwT>mH$ma, hdm‘mZmda AmYmarV gVH©$Mo 

XoemVrb n{hboM ‘m°S>ob AgyZ, 2015 À¶m ‘m°ÝgyZ‘Ü¶o Ë¶mMr Cn¶w³VVm {gÜX Pmbr  

14) OmJ{VH$ »¶mVrMo {X½Xe©H$ Am{U Am°ñH$a Zm‘m§{H$V ñQy>bm© JwZmg©Z ¶m§À¶m ‘m°ÝgyZdarb {’$ë‘‘Ü¶o gh^mJ, 

15) ‘m°ÝgyZÀ¶m Aä¶mmgmgmR>r àmoOo³Q> ‘oKXÿV ¶m ‘hËdmH$m§jr àH$ënmMr {Z{‘©Vr. 

- 2011 nmgyZ ^maVmVrb {d{dY àm§V Am{U ‘m°ÝgyZ ¶m§À¶mVrb nañnag§~§Ymda g§emoYZ gwé. àË¶oH$ 

‘m°ÝgyZMm {d{dY àXoem§VyZ ‘mJmodm KoVmZm gw‘mao 50 hOma {H$bmo{‘Q>aMm àdmg. 

-       ‘hmH$dr H$mbrXmgmÀ¶m ‘oKXÿV ¶m H$mì¶mVrb {dkmZmMm emoY. 

-  àmMrZ gañdVr ZXrÀ¶m ‘mJm©déZ àdmg H$éZ {VÀ¶m gÚpñWVrMm AmT>mdm. Ë¶mVyZ gañdVrg§~§Yr VrZ 

‘hËdmMr {ZarjUo. 

- J§JoÀ¶m g‘wÐ{‘bZmnmgyZ CJ‘mn¶ªV ‘m°ÝgyZMm ‘mJmodm. ""^maVr¶ g§ñH¥$VrÀ¶m {dH$mgmV ‘m°ÝgyZ Am{U 

{h‘mb¶mMo ¶moJXmZ ¶m g§~§Yr ‘hËdmMr {Z[ajUo. 

- Eb {ZZmoMm {d{dY g‘mO KQ>H$m§da Am{U ì¶dñWm§da hmoUmè¶m n[aUm‘mda g§emoYZ gwé. 

 ‘hmamï´>mVrb gÜ¶mÀ¶m XþîH$mir pñWVrMm emñÌr¶ nÜXVrZo Aä¶mg H$aÊ¶mgmR>r ‘hmamḯ> Adf©U g§emoYZ 

H$m¶©H«$‘ 2015-16 gwé. 

- n{hë¶m ^maVr¶ ‘m°ÝgyZ H$moemÀ¶m {Z{‘©VrgmR>r à¶ËZerb ‘m°ÝgyZda AmYmarV OrdZ Am{U AW©ì¶dñWm 

AgUmè¶m ^maVmgmR>r hm H$moe H$m¶‘ñdénr Cn¶w³V R>aob. 

 
 
 
 

***** 
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Vaishnavi Tokekar 

Flight Lieutenant in the Indian Air Force 
 
 

 

***** 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
***** 

 
 

I liked Psychology so much that choosing between Psychology and my 
childhood dream of joining the Air Force became very difficult for me, but i got 
selected and joined the services. My education of Psychology has helped me a great 
deal and I am thankful to my teachers, especially Natu mam. 

 

College was the good platform for me which made me to focus on my bio-psycho-
social development in my long run with all ups and downs. Our Principal, all faculty 
Teachers, Art circle, always supported a lot. Thanking you all. I made you to proud 
on me. 

Mrs Renuka Charhate 
Psychological Counselor 
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***** 

 
Swati Pathak 
Psychologist 

     

 
 
 

***** 
 
 
 
 
 

The teachers and particularly Dr Natu encouraged me a lot and I also learnt many 
things in Disha. 
College life was very peaceful since the teachers gave us personal attention. I am 
very thankful to the college for all that I learnt in my 3 years. 

Learnt a lot about Psychology, people and interpersonal relationships in the 
department. I could also sharpen my performing arts skills. My teachers were a great 
help in my personality development. Both the department and the college helped me 
to grow. 

 

Anurata Tribhuvan 
Own Communication Media Agency 
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Ms.Ankita Yadav 
Associate Project Director 
Door step School 
 
 

 
Every Child Counts: Citizens’ Campaign, Pune 

 

Ankita is a gold medalist from Pune University in graduation in MA (Psychology). 

She has been associated with the Education Sector for over 5 years, beginning in 1999 

by working with special needs Children.  

                      Along with she has had a 2-years research stint with Govind Ballabh 

Pant Social Science Institute, Allahabad, since 2010. 

Ankita has been appointed as Associate Project Director for Educational Activities 

Centers at construction sites under the Project Foundation and Every Child Counts: 

Citizens’ Campaign. 

 

***** 
 
 

 

 

 

Current job profile: Currently associated with CRB Tech Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Pune 

since 3.5 years, as Assistant Director. CRB Tech is IT training company; we deal into 

all IT domains, Mechanical Engineering, Clinical Research & SEO. We bridge the 

gap between job seeker & companies with the help of our corporate training. My 

profile is into HR-Operations, Sales & Quality.  Currently I am heading 3 different 

teams who help me improving quality of the services of my organization as well as 

contributing in the organizational growth. 

              Currently my main responsibility is to develop second line of leadership who 

can take care of all assigned roles individually, accordingly we will be able to focus 

on opening new branches all over India. 

Pradnya Anant 
Sr. Manager- Operations 

CRB Tech Solutions Pvt. Ltd, Pune 
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           Experience about the department: Studying under guidance of Sadhana Natu 

Ma'am is always been a treat for me, I was always been a back bencher, but Natu 

Ma'am's kin observation made me look inside myself. 

                As I was very bad with studies & never scored good marks, but my 

professor never underestimated me for any reason. Natu ma'am was the only who told 

me what I am. She have helped me shaping my personality as well as my career. 

English professor, Mrs. Shampa Chakrawarti always encouraged all her students for 

all the extracurricular activities, and taught biggest lesson of life i.e. time 

management.  

            I remember Geography's sir with his warm smile, Shruti Bhatkhande Ma'am 

and her style of teaching History, Sharayu Maa'm and Jyoti Gagangras ma'am for 

there extra ordinary support & most important Resp. Kharat Sir for his charismatic 

personality which always inspired me to accept new ideas which are been introduced 

by students/ juniors. 

               Experience with department was like 'a journey of a seed to a tree'. 

 

***** 
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Current job profile –  I am presently working for 

“Sangath”. It is a non-governmental, not-for-profit organization that aims to improve 

health across the lifespan by empowering existing community resources to provide 

appropriate physical, psychological and social therapies. 

                    I work as a Team Leader for Qualitative Research on PREMIUM project, 

the project has developed culturally appropriate psychological treatments for mild to 

severe depression and for alcohol related problems to be delivery by non-specialist 

health workers in primary health care settings of Goa. Previously I had worked with 

individual patients providing personalized mental health Care at Manasvardhan 

Mental Health Rehabilitation centre www.manasvardhan.org/  and Nityaasha 

foundation www.nityaasha.org/  but this is my very exposure at working with a 

reputed international organization which specializes in development and scaling-up of 

Public Mental Health systems and interventions. 

                   For me, the reason to study Psychology was to “Know myself” and that’s 

how I started my journey. Studying Psychology was very interesting as I was able to 

apply the theory into real world. Dr.Natu gave us theoretical as well as practical 

understanding of the subject. Our batch was the pioneer to start the Kaleidoscope 

psychology magazine and it was indeed an inspirational, capacity building exercise for 

me. We were also able to interact with different Mental Health experts, service 

providers and successful alumni for better understanding of the field and for deciding 

our career paths.  

        It was really fun time in Modern, especially for me because I came from a small 

town and I never had exposure to the city life, living independently and managing 

myself alone. Life at that time was a roller coaster ride but I was fortunate that I got 

meet some good faculty teachers, who were considerate and helpful. 

 ***** 

Harshada Naik 
Team Leader 

Sangath 
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Current job profile: Currently, I am working with Sangath, an NGO based in Goa, on 

a school-based health promotion research project- SEHER:Strengthening Evidence 

base on school-based interventions for promoting adolescent health. This research 

project is being carried out in 75 secondary government-run schools of Nalanda 

district of Bihar.  

             The main objective of this project is to evaluate the effectiveness and cost 

effectiveness of two models of delivery of school-based interventions aimed at 

promoting school climate and as a result of it promoting reproductive and sexual 

health, and gender equity, mitigating bullying and violence, and other adverse health 

outcomes in secondary schools in Bihar, India.  

                As a research director of the project, I lead the study at the ground and is 

responsible for developing research methodology and related documents, designing 

standard operating procedures for intervention delivery, recruitment and training of 

various teams of the project, overseeing day to day implementation of the study, 

reviewing various datasets collected for the study, developing analysis strategies and 

conducting analysis, providing status update to relevant study governance committees 

and writing scientific publications based on the findings of the study.  

Experience about the department 

  At the start of my undergraduate degree, I had a very limited knowledge of 

psychology or in fact no knowledge of psychology. My expectations of what the 

course would entail, therefore, were rather vague and simplistic.Although the course 

work we went through was not at all practical or application oriented, I must confess 

that I learned a lot of skills during my degree. Prior to choosing the course, I was 

completely unaware that psychology offers “transferable skills”. Studying psychology 

with eight classmates offered immense opportunities of improving concrete academic 

Sachin Shinde 
Team Leader 

Sangath 
Pursuing PhD in Epidemiology and 

Population 
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skills, such as structuring and articulating thoughts, speaking in public, writing and 

presenting ideas, thinking out of box, and accommodating people with various 

backgrounds in task accomplishment as well as social life. Undoubtedly, this was a 

result of high-quality academic and extracurricular guidance.I was impressed by the 

work of Prof. Natu, which exposed us to real life issues and urban sensibilities. Her 

work with marginalised sections of the community, i.e. with women, and youth from 

lower socio-economic background not just fascinated us but forced us to think and 

question the social-cultural-economical structure of the society. Consequently, I 

decided to get involved in a field of applied aspects, relatively more youth orientation 

and vibrancy. 

Memories of college  

                     I must say that my college days were the most challenging yet the most 

wonderful experiences I have had. I experienced hardships, failures, even mistakes. 

But along the way, I became mature – more mature in person. From facilitating and 

enhancing networking skills to getting better at critically analyzing social problems, 

and writing and speaking skills. The three years of college provided me, a great 

learning curve, amassing things I would label as ‘wonderful memories’. These years 

provided me an opportunity to recognize my strengths and skills to handle my 

‘emerging adulthood phase’ efficiently. The learning that happened while 

participating in various extracurricular activities was no match to the classroom 

atmosphere. I learned to work independently, to mingle and interact with others and to 

become more open-minded. 

 
 

 *****
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Ajit Padwal  

Professor 
Modern College of Arts, 

Science, Commerce, 
Ganeshkhind , Pune 16 

 
 

The transforming journey of my life, from a student to an Assistant Professor was 
difficult, but at the same time adventurous and beautiful. As it is said that hard work is 
the pillar of success, I realized this in the course of the journey I embarked after I 
passed my intermediate exam. 
              Initially I took admission in BSc and later realized that it was not my areas of 
interest and came out unsuccessful. My failure made me isolated & depressed for 
about two to three months. I failed to get admission anywhere. It was one of the most 
difficult phase of my life. But just like every cloud has a silver lining I saw hope after 
joining B.A. course in Modern College, Ganeshkhind. I gradually understood my 
inclination and became successful in securing 1st position in college while pursuing 
the undergraduate course. 
                 This very phase of my life gave me a lot of confidence and spirit. I gave all 
the credits to my teachers who showed me a path to figure out my goals. The 
recognition that I got from my college gave me an Identity. From nobody I became 
somebody. Just like the college, I shaped my mind to become Modern and 
Progressive. 
               Another major turning point in my life came when I got admission for post-
graduation course in the university. By God’s blessing and my hard work, their also I 
secured 1st position in M.A. & was conferred with a Gold medal. 
                Now when I look back I can gather a truth that my years spent in Modern 
College, Ganeshkhind polished my base & transformed me to became a better person. 
My educational strength & inspiration I got from my teachers encouraged me to the 
extent. 
              Even after becoming a teacher I feel I am still a learner and trying various 
ways to become a better human being. Now my vision is to serve the society by 
cracking the civil services examinations. 
                   I cannot deny the fact that certain skills are necessary to achieve my 
vision, but the college provides me a ground through extension activities, cultural and 
competitive, academic and student welfare programmes etc. through these constant 
involvements I gain confidence in handling administration and organizational skills. 
The exposure and constant inspiration that I get in college from colleagues helps me in 
becoming a multi-dimensional person. 
 

***** 
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Dr.Jayshree Kharche 
Ohayo, U.S.A. 
Department of Sociology 

 
 

 
 In the year of 2002; I took admission in the Modern College, Ganeshkhind for the 
class of SYBA with ‘Sociology’ as a special subject. As a student with Science 
background I was finding difficult to understand the subject. When I discussed this 
with my teachers Dr. Jyoti Gagangras and Prof. Yevle, they helped me a lot to 
understand the subject. Teachers from English Dept. Chakravarty Madam and 
Sahastrabuddhe madam used to give us tips about English language, its usefulness as 
it was a second language.It helped to grow interest towards language. It helped me a 
lot not only in exams but also during my career. 
                          Apart from academics all teachers in the college always helped us and 
motivated us to take part in different activities. During these two years of graduation, 
Gagangras madam gave me an opportunity to overcome my stage fear by giving me 
anchoring of couple of programs organised by our department. She also took my 
rehearsals as I was doing it for the first time. This helped me a lot not only in my 
personal life but also in my teaching career. She also motivated and guided me and my 
classmates to take part in Vividhaa- an exhibition cum sale organised by our college. 
With her guidance we all took part in Vividhaa 2003 and for the first time me and my 
other participant friends earned our own money for the first time. 
                           It was a great learning experience along with lots of fun. Since then I 
got connected with this activity till today. In the academic year 2003-04, I was 
selected as a Ladies representative of the College and this was because of all my 
teachers and friends. 
 
            In August, 2012 once again I got a chance join my college as a faculty member 
in Sociology Department. I got an opprtunity to teach undergraduate as well as Post 
graduate students. It was enriching experience academically and professionally. While 
teaching in college I realised that most of the students belong to economically 
backword class, many of them work part-time or fulltime to meet their educational 
expenses and to support their families. Many of them were first generation learners. I 
worked with my teachers as a collegue at different levels. I learnt many things which 
helped me in my professional as well as personal life. Principal Dr. Sanjay Kharat sir 
and head of the Sociology Dept. and Vice Principal Dr. Jyoti Gagangras always 
appriciated and supported new ideas. I must mention here that this college provides 
many opportunities to its faculty members to develop academically, professionally 
and is more open towards new concepts and ideas regarding academics and 
development. 
       

***** 
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    gm¡. nëbdr {e[af 
    ì¶dgm¶ - Ho$Q>[a¨J Am{U Bìho§ÝQ> ‘°ZoO‘§Q> 
 
 
 
 

 
Amnë¶mbm Amnë¶m Am¶wî¶mV ’$ma WmoS>çm Jmoï>r AgVmV Á¶m ’$³V ‘mÂ¶m ‘mP§ Amho Aem 
H$idmì¶mem dmQ>VmV. Og§ ‘mPm {‘Ì, ‘mPr ‘¡{ÌU, ‘mPr emim, ‘mP§ Ka§, ‘mPr JmS>r, VerM Jmoï> 
Or ‘bm ‘mPr åhUyZ gm§Jmdrer dmQ>Vo. - ‘mPo H$m°boO ! 
               ‘bm BVHo$ H$mhr {‘imbo Amho. ‘bm ‘mÂ¶m ¶m ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boO, JUoeqIS>, nwUo. H$Sy>Z 
nyU© nËVm {bhmdmgm dmQ>bm H$maU Ë¶m nË¶mV gwÜXm A{^‘mZ dmQ>Vmo. H$m°boO åhUOo H$m¶? Va 
{nT>rZ² {nT>r Á¶§mMr gd©OU dmQ> nhmV AgVmV, Ë¶m Q>ß¶m§Mr H$m°boO åhUOo H$m°boO AgVo, AJXr 
Vw‘M§ Am‘M§ go‘ Ag§V, Ag§M åhUmd§ Ag§. àË¶oH$ ‘wbm§‘wbtZm KamVyZ gëbo {‘iVmV - H$m°boObm 
OmUma Amhog AmVm Voìhm Oam bj R>odm¶bm hdo ‘wbm§da Aer AmB© d{S>bm§gmR>r qMVoMr ~m~ 
Agbobr, Va Amnë¶mgmR>r hþahþa bmdUmar OmJm åhUOo H$m°boO ! 
                       {OWo ‘wb§ ‘wbr KS>VmV, H$[a¶a KS>Vo. Am¶wî¶mMm {ZU©¶ - AmnU ^{dî¶mV 
H$moU hmoUma, Amnbo ^{dî¶ R>aUma Aer Jmoï> nU hoM Oa H$m°boOMo dmVmdaU, VoWrb {ejH$ {‘Ì-
‘¡{ÌU ¶m‘wio {dÚmWu {~KSy> eH$Vmo. ‘wbJm H$m°boObm Jobm Am{U {~KS>bm ZH$mo Ë¶m Jmoï>rÀ¶m 
Amhmar Jobm Ago AmnU EoH$Vmo nmhVmo H$maU H$Yr-H$Yr {‘iUmao, hdo hdogo dmQ>Umao ñdmV§Í¶ 
Amnë¶mbm KmVH$s R>aVo. ¶mo½¶ Oa~ AgUohr‘hËdmMo AgVo. hr Oa~ ’$³V AgVo Vr {ejH$m§Mr 
Ago ‘mPo d¡¶º$sH$ ‘V Amho Am{U ¶m~Ôb ImÌrgwÜXm.‘bm Ago H$m°boO {‘imbo, {ejH$, g§ñH$ma 
{‘iUo {OWo Amåhr KS>bmo, AJXr embo¶ ‘wbm§à‘mUo !Ogo emioVë¶m ‘wbm§da {ejH$ OmVrZo bj 
R>odVmV VgoM d¡¶³VrH$ bj àË¶oH$mda Agm¶Mo, 
                       ‘r Ooìhm H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o A°S>{‘eZ KoVbo Voìhm H$m°boO Zì¶mZoM gwé Pmbo 
hmoVo, AJXr 2-3 df}M Pmbr AgmdrV.àË¶oH$ {df¶mgmR>r Agbobr ‘ybm§‘wbtMr g§»¶m AJXr H$‘r 
Agm¶Mr Ë¶m‘wioM Am‘À¶m ~°MÀ¶m àË¶oH$ ‘wbm§Mo Zmd-nËË¶mg{hV gd© {ejH$m§Zm Am{U Am°{’$g 
ñQ>m’$bm gwÜXm ‘m{hVr Agm¶Mr. ~hþVoH$ ¶mMm M ’$m¶Xm Amåhm§bm Pmbm. àË¶oH$ {ejH$m ~amo~a 
{Oìhmù¶mMo Am{U ‘¡ÌrMo ZmVog§~§Y {Z‘m©U Pmbo. Iyn N>mZ {‘Ì ‘¡ÌrMo ZmVo, AmnbonUm bm What’s 
up ! Facebook Ago H$mhrhr ZgVmZmhr dmT>bm Am{U Vr ‘¡Ìr AmOÀ¶m ^mfoV ~mobm¶Mo Va {Xb-
XmoñVr AmOhr {Q>Hy$Z Amho. 
ho ‘¡ÌrMo AmnbonUmMo dmVmdaU, g§ñH$ma {dídmg gd© H$mir {‘imbo Vo ¶m dmñVyV.‘bm d¡¶³VrH$ 
[aË¶m H$m¶ {‘imbo ? H$m¶ {Xbo ? ¶m dmñVyZo Va ‘bm Ago gm§Jmdogo dmQ>Vo H$s ‘mJ©Xe©Z, {ejU 
Va {XboM, nU ‘bm {‘imbm Vmo AmË‘{dídmg ! 
                          AZoH$ AmR>dUr, jU, àg§J AmhoV. N.S.S. Camp. À¶m AZoH$ AmR>dUr 
gm§Jm¶À¶m åhQ>ë¶m Va {H$Vr nmZo hmoVrb gm§JVmhr ¶oUma Zmhr. AemM AmR>dUr AmhoV Ooìhm 
H$m°boO‘Yrb {ejH$ ‘mÂ¶m nmR>rer C^o am{hbo. Ë¶m‘wio Ë¶m§À¶m ‘Ybo Am{U ‘mÂ¶m ‘Ybo F$UmZw~§Y 
AmUIrZM KÅ> Pmbo.  
                      ¶m AmR>dUtMo{dñ‘aU ‘bm H$Yrhr hmoUma Zmhr. ‘mÂ¶mda Omo {dídmg 
XmIdbm Ë¶mM {dídmgm‘yio nwT>o AZoH$ g§H$Q>m§Zm gm‘moao OmÊ¶mgmR>r ~i {‘imbo. ‘bm AemM ‘mÂ¶m 
XmoZ AmR>dUr Amnë¶m ~amo~a eoAa H$am¶À¶m AmhoV. 
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                   ‘r àW‘df© ~r.E. bm AgVmZm b§S>Z ¶oWrb amYmH¥$îU ñH$m°baerngmR>r AO© 
Ho$bm hmoVm. Ë¶mdoir J§JZJ«mg ‘°S>‘ Am{U MH$«dVu ‘°S>‘ ¶m§Zr Or ‘XV, ghH$m¶© Ho$bo Vo ‘r H$Yrhr 
{dgé eH$Uma Zmhr. 
AJXr àomOo³Q> {ZdS>Ê¶mnmgyZ Vo {bhÊ¶mn¶ªV ‘bm Iyn ‘XV Ho$br. Xþgè¶§Xm ‘mÂ¶m nmR>rer {ejH$ 
I§~ranUo C^o amhrbo. Ver ‘r A^¶mgmV hþfma {dÚmWuZr hmoVo. nU ‘mÂ¶mM§ Zer~mZ§ åhUm ‘mPm 
V¥Vr¶ dfmªMm {ZH$mb {dÚm{nR>mH$Sy>Z Zmnmg åhUyZ Ambm. Vmohr AJXr àM§S> ‘moR>m Y³H$mM hmoVm. nU 
gd© {ejH$m§Zr ‘mÂ¶mda Omo {dídmg XmIdbm. Vy Zmnmg hmoD$M eH$V Zmhr ¶m§Mr ImÌr ‘bm 
JJZJ«mg ‘°S>‘ Zo {Xbr d BVa {ejH$hr ‘mÂ¶m ~amo~a hmoVo. nona nwÝhm MoqH$JgmR>r {Xbm.åhUOo 
Vgm AO© Ho$bm. Voìhm VrZ ‘{hÝ¶mZ§Va {dÚmnrR>mZo MyH$ ‘mÝ¶ H$aV ‘bm Ë¶m {df¶mV 75 Q>³Ho$ 
‘mH©$g² {‘imbo AmhoV Agm {ZH$mb {Xbm. 
                Aem ¶m IS>Va H$mimV Am¶wî¶mbm H$bmQ>Ur XoÊ¶mÀ¶m jUr ‘mPo H$m°boO d gd©M 
{ejH$ ‘mÂ¶mnmR>rer I§~ranUo C^o am{hbo. Omo {dídmg Ë¶m§Zr ‘mÂ¶mda XmI{dbm Ë¶m‘wioM 
‘mÂ¶mV AmË‘{dídmg {Z‘m©U Pmbm. 
 
AmR>dUr ¶m H$Qy> JmoS> AgVmV, Ago åhUVmV. nU ¶m dmñVyZo ’$³V Am{U ’$³V JmoS> jUM ‘bm 
{Xbo AmhoV. AgoM JmoS> jU, AmeudmX, {ejH$m§Mo ào‘, ¶m ew^dmñVyMo ew^-Am{edm©X ‘mÂ¶m ¶m 
H$m°boO 
‘Ü¶o {ejU KoUmè¶m àË¶oH$ {dÚmÏ¶mªbm bm^mdoV {hM B©ída MaUr àmW©Zm ! 
 
 
 
 

***** 
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         Á¶moVr ‘w§Jgo                 Á¶moVr ‘w§Jgo                 Á¶moVr ‘w§Jgo                 Á¶moVr ‘w§Jgo                     
        g§ñWm{nH$m d AÜ¶jm  
        (öX¶ Á¶moV n[adma) 
 

 
 
àmoJ«o{gìh EÁ¶wHo$eZ gmogm¶Q>rMo ‘m°S>©Z Am°’$ AmQ>©g², gm¶Ýg A°ÊS> H$m°‘g©, JUoeqIS> 1992 gmbr 
gwé 
Pmbo Am{U AmO 25 dfm©À¶m BV³¶m H$‘r H$mimV H$m°boObm XmoZ doim ""~oñQ> H$m°boO'' Mo Adm°S>© 
{‘imbo. Ë¶mVyZM H$iyZ ¶oVo H$s Amnë¶m àË¶oH$ {dÚmÏ¶mªbm KS>dÊ¶mgmR>r {H$Vr doJdoJio {dYm¶H$ 
CnH«$‘ ¶mH$m°boO H$Sy>Z am~dbo Jobo AmhoV, AmOhr am~bo OmV AmhoV, ¶mVM H$m°boOMo ‘moR>onU {gÕ 
hmoVo.  
         1995 gmbr ¶m H$m°boO‘Ü¶o ‘r AnKmVmZoM Ambo Ago åhUm¶bm haH$V Zmhr. H$maU 
Ë¶mAmYr ‘r 1988 nmgyZ 1991 n¶ªV ‘m°S>Z© H$m°boOÀ¶mM {edmOrZJa emIoV ^yJmob {df¶mV ~r.E.Mo 
{ejU YoV hmoVo. ‘bm OÝ‘V… öX¶mMm AgmÜ¶ AmOma Agë¶m‘wio ~r.E.À¶m Xþgè¶m dfm©bm Ìmg 
dmT>ë¶m‘wio H$m°boO gmoS>mdo bmJbo hmoVo. Ë¶mZ§Va Kar ~oS> aoñQ> da ahmdo bmJbo hmoVo. Ë¶m H$m°boO 
‘Ybo ‘mPo ŷJmobmMo {ejH$ àm.gmiw§Io ga ‘bm ‘wbJr ‘mZV Agë¶mZo Ë¶m§Zr ‘bm ~r.E.nyU© 
H$aÊ¶mg àmoËgm{hV Ho$bo Am{U JUoeqIS>À¶m ¶m H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o ‘bm àdoehr KoD$Z {Xbm. Aem 
arVrZo ‘r ¶m H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o nwÝhm Xþgè¶m dfm©bm ŷJmob {df¶ KoD$Z XmIb Pmbo. 
                    ~r.E.À¶m {Vgè¶m dfm©bm åhUOo 1996 gmbr ‘mÂ¶m AmOmamMo {ZXmZ Pmbo H$s 
öX¶ Am{U ’w$â’w$gmMo àË¶mamonU Ho$bo VaM ‘r OJy eHo$b. Ë¶mdoir ‘bm àW‘M Am°p³gOZ bmdbm 
Jobm Am{U H$mhr {XdgmVM Am°p³VOZ {gb|S>a Kar H$m¶‘Mm XmIb Pmbm. AmVm amoO Am°p³gOZ 
{edm¶ ‘bm H$mhr H$aUo Ae³¶ Pmbo. Ë¶m‘wio IS>H$s déZ XmoZ ~g H$éZ H$m°boObm ¶oUo 
‘mÂ¶mgmR>r IynM AdKS> hmoVo.‘mÂ¶m ÌmgmMm {dMma H$aVm ‘bm gJù¶m Vmgmbm CnpñWV amhUo 
‘mÂ¶mgmR>r AdKS> hmoVo. nU ‘mPremar[aH$ pñWVr gJù¶m§ZmM ‘m{hV Agë¶m‘wio gJio àmÜ¶mnH$ 
‘bm Zoh‘rM ghH$m¶© H$aV AgV.Ë¶mdoir àm.gw¶©d§er, àm.nmQ>rb, àm. ‘moao ga ¶m§Zr ‘bm Iyn 
‘mobmMr ‘XV Va Ho$brM nU ‘mÂ¶m ZdrZ {‘Õ-‘¡{ÌUtZr hr ‘bm Iyn ‘XV Ho$br. Oo Vmg 
~wS>mbobo AgV Ë¶mMm Aä¶mg H$m°boO gwQ>ë¶mda ‘r {‘Ì-‘¡{ÌUtZm {dMméZ YoV Ago, Ë¶mV gwOmVm 
ZmB©H$ hr ’$ma OdiMr ‘¡ÌrU, {OZo ‘bm IynM ‘XV Ho$br. ~r.E.À¶m eodQ>À¶m narjoÀ¶m AmYr Mma 
‘{hZo Cabo AgVmZm ‘bm Am¶gr¶y ‘Ü¶o XmIb H$amdobmJbo Am{U nwÝhm EH$Xm ‘mPo ~r.E.nyU© hmoD$ 
eHo$b {H$ Zmhr Aer n[apñWVr {Z‘m©U Pmbr. nU àmÜ¶mnH$ Am{U {‘Ìm§À¶m ghH$m¶m©‘wio ‘r Kar 
amhÿZ Aä¶mg Ho$bm Am{U WoQ> narj|bm ~gbo Am{U Mm§Jë¶m ‘mH$mªZr CÎmrU© Pmbo. H$m°boO Am{U BVa 
gJù¶m§Mo ghH$m¶© ZgVo Va ‘r ‘mPo nXdrMo {ejU nyU© H$éMeH$bo ZgVo. 
                      Ë¶mZ§Va 2004 nmgyZ ‘r "öX¶ Á¶moV n[adma' hm bhmZ ‘wbm§gmR>r Q´>ñQ> gwé 
Ho$bm, Ë¶mÛmao OÝ‘V… öX¶mMm AmOma AgUmè¶m bhmZ ‘wbm§À¶m nmbH$m§Zm g‘wnXoeZ, ‘mZ{gH$ 
AmYma, eñÌ{H«$¶og§~§Yr ‘m{hVr Am{U ‘¶m©{XV à‘mUmV Am{W©H$ ‘XVrMo H$m‘ gwé Ho$bo. ho H$m‘ 
H$aV AgVmZm AZoH$ doJdoJù¶m bmoH$m§er g§~§Y ¶oV hmoVm. ~mam‘Vr gma»¶m J«m‘rU ^mJmV 
g‘wnXoeZ H|$Ð MmbdV AgVmZm AmnU "E‘ Eg S>ãë¶y' qH$dm g‘mOemñÌmV nwT>À¶m nXdrMo {ejU 
¿¶mdo åhUOo Amnë¶mbm AOyZ Mm§Jë¶m àH$mao H$m‘ H$aVm ¶oB©b Ago dmQ>V hmoVo. 
                                    gm‘m{OH$ H$m¶© H$aV Agbo Var g‘mOemñÌ ¶m e¡j{UH$ 
{df¶mMr ‘bm Vm|S> AmoiIhr ZìhVr. nU {dMma n³H$m hmoVm. Xaå¶mZ ‘mPm AmOma hr ~imdV 
Mmbbm hmoVm, IynXm hm°pñnQ>b‘Ü¶o ahmdo bmJV hmoVo. Var {dMma Am{U H$m‘ ñdñW ~gy XoV ZìhVo. 
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AmVm Amåhr Am¢Ybm ahm¶bm Ambmo Agë¶m‘wio AYyZ ‘YyZ H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o OmUo hmoD$ bmJbo, Ë¶mV 
‘mOr {dÚmÏ¶mªH$Sy>Z AmOr {dÚmÏ¶mªgmR>r KoVë¶m OmUmè¶m ""{d{dYm'' ¶m CnH«$‘mV g{H«$¶ gh^mJ hr 
KoV hmoVo Va XþgarH$S>o H$m°boO‘Ü¶o g‘mOemñÌmV E‘.E.gwé H$Yr hmoB©b ¶mMr hr dmQ> nmhUo Mmby 
hmoVo. EH$XmMr AmZ§XdmVm© {‘imbr Am{U ‘r 2012 gmbr E‘.E. g‘mOemñÌmgmR>r nwÝhm EH$Xm 
H$m°boO‘Ü¶o àdoe KoVbm. ’$³V àdoe KoVmZm g‘mOemñÌ {d^mJmÀ¶m ‘w»¶ Am{U CnàmMm¶m© S>m°. 
Á¶m§Vr JJZJ«mg ¶m§Zm ‘r EH$M {dZ§Vr Ho$br hmoVr H$s Am‘Mm dJ© Imbr KoVm Ambm Va ~ao hmoB©b 
H$maU ‘bm {OZo MT>Uo A{O~mV e³¶ ZìhVo. Ë¶m§Zrà¶ËZ hr Ho$bo nU n{hë¶m gÌmV Vo H$mhr hmoD$ 
eH$bo Zmhr, Ë¶m§Mo Ë¶m§Zm Zoh‘r dmB©Q> dmQ>m¶Mo. ‘bm g‘mOemñÌ {df¶mMr H$mhrM AmoiI 
Zgë¶m‘wio ‘r Mma {OZo MTy>Z OmD$Z gJù¶mM Vmgmbm CnpñWV ahmV hmoVo. hm ZdrZ {df¶ 
g‘OyZ KoÊ¶mgmR>r S>m°. Á¶moVr ZJJZJ«mg ¶m§Zr doimodoir ‘bm ‘XV Ho$br. 

    VgoM S>m°. O¶lr IM} Am{U àm. Jm§{Ybo ¶m§Zr hr Iyn ghH$m¶© Ho$bo. n{hbo gÌ nma nS>bo Am{U 
J§^ra AmOmamZo CMb Imëbr, Vr BVH$s H$s ‘r Xþgè¶m gÌmMr nwUo {dÚmnrR>mMr narjmhr XoD$ eH$bo 
Zmhr. Ë¶mZ§Va {Vgè¶m gÌmbmhr ‘r Vmgmbm CnpñWV amhÿ eH$V ZìhVo. nU ‘mPr emar[aH$ AdñWm 
g‘OyZ KoD$Z àmMm¶©, CnàmMm¶© d gd©M àmÜ¶mnH$m§Zr‘bm H$m¶‘ ghH$m¶© Ho$bo. AJXr 
J«§Wmb¶mVrb gd© H$‘¥Mmar Vo H$m°boO ‘Yrb {ejHo$Va gd© H$‘¥Mmè¶m§Zr ‘bm Iyn ghH$m¶© Ho$bo. 
VgoM ¶m hr doir ‘mÂ¶m ZdrZ {‘Ì-‘¡{ÌUtZr hr ‘bm Iyn ‘XV Ho$br. {Vgè¶m gÌmbmhr ’$³V 
Ë¶mM gÌmMr narjm XoD$ eH$bo. Vã¶oV Va {Xdg|{Xdg T>mgiVM Mmbbr hmoVr. 

    2« ‘mM© 2014 S>m°³Q>am§Zr gm§{JVbo H$s AmVm H$Yr hr H$mhrhr hmoD$ eH$Vo, nog‘oH$aMr eñÌ{H«$¶m 
XmoZ {XdgmV H$éZ KoUo Amdí¶H$ Amho Am{U 25 ‘mÀ© nmgZy ‘mPr H$m°boO ‘Ybr narjm gwé hmoUma 
hmoVr. Ë¶m§Zm ‘r åhQ>bohr AmVm ‘r E‘.E.Mr eodQ>Mr narjm {Xë¶m{edm¶ H$gbr hr eñÌ{H«$¶m 
H$aUma Zmhr, Voìhm S>m°³Q>am§Mo CÒma hmoVo H$s "‘o' ‘Ü¶o hmoUmè¶m eodQ>À¶m narjogmR>r Vy Ord§VM 
Zgerb. Vmo Iyn ‘moR>m Y³H$m hmoVm ‘bm d Hw$Qw>§{~¶m§Zmhr. Ë¶mVyZ XmoZ {XdgmV gmdéZ R>adbo H$s 
H$mhrhr hmoD$ XoV AmÎmmMr Va narjm XoD$ ‘J ~Ky H$m¶ H$am¶Mo. 

 H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o AmOmamMr WmoS>rer H$ënZm {Xë¶mZo H$m°boOZo ‘mPr ñQ>m’$é‘‘Ü¶o narjobm ~gmMr 
ì¶dñWm Ho$br                       .  
                  H$m°boOMr narjm nma nS>br nU nwUo {dÚmnrR>mMr narjm XoVm ¶oB©b H$s Zmhr ¶mMr 
emídVr ZìhVr. Ë¶mZ§Va ‘r d ~m~m àmMm¶© S>m°. g§O¶ IamV Am{U CnàmMm¶m© S>m°. Á¶m§Vr JJZJ«mg 
¶m§Zm ^oQ>bmo Am{U gJir Iar n[apñWVr gm§{JVbr. Ë¶m§Zr hr Vr g‘OyZ KoD$Z, O‘ob {VVH$s 
‘XV H$aÊ¶mMo AmídmgZ {Xbo. CnàmMm¶m© S>m°. Á¶omVr JJZJ«mg ‘°S>‘Zo gm§{JVbo Vy H$gbr hr 
H$miOr H$é ZH$mog, Amåhr VwÂ¶m gmo~V AmhmoV, O‘ob Vgm Aä¶mg H$a, hmoB©b gJio Mm§Jbo. 
AmVm ‘mÂ¶m hmVmV ’$³V Aä¶mg H$aUo Cabo hmoVo, Ë¶mdoir S>m°.O¶lr IM} ‘°S>‘ ¶m§Zr ‘bm Iyn 
‘mobmMr ‘XV Ho$br. ‘bm e³¶ hmoB©b Voìhm doi {Xbm, {df¶ g‘OyZ gm§{JVbm Va H$Yr ’$moZ 
déZhr Aä¶mgm~Ôb AgUmè¶m e§H$m§Mo {ZagZ Ho$bo. VgoM E‘.E.À¶m g§YmoZ à~§YmgmR>r S>m° IM} d 
S>m°. {Ì^wdZ gam§Mo AË¶§V ‘m¡ë¶dmZ ‘mJ©Xe©Z bm^bo.  

                       hm EH$M MmÝg {‘imbm Agë¶m‘wio Xþgè¶m Am{U Mm¡Ï¶m Aem XmoÝhr gÌmMo 
gJio nona XoVmZm Xadoir gom~V ‘r Am°³grOZ {gqbS>a KoD$Z OmV hmoVo d nyU© doi Am°³grOZ 
bmdyZM gJio nona {b{hV hmoVo. Varhr nona {bhÿZ Pmë¶mda ‘mPo H$mio-{Zion S>bobo hmV dKyZ 
~m~m§À¶m S>moù¶mV nmUr ¶mMo. Ë¶mdoir àmMm¶© S>m°. IamV ¶m§Mo nyU© bj ‘mÂ¶m Vã¶oVrda Agm¶Mo 
VgoM BVa {enmB© H$‘©Mmar hr ‘mÂ¶mda bj R>odyZ Agm¶Mo. H$mhr hd§ ZH$mo Vo ~Km¶Mo. 
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   H$‘©Mmar ¶m gJù¶m§MoM ghH$m¶© nmR>rer Agë¶m‘wio ‘r ‘mPr E‘.E. Mr narjm XoD$ eH$bo. Ia§ 
Va narjoMm {ZH$mb H$m¶ bmJob qH$dm Vmo EoH$m¶bm AmnU Agy H$s Zmhr ho hr ‘mhrV ZìhVo.nU 
E‘.E. g‘mOemñÌ {d^mJmV ‘r H$m°boO ‘Ü¶o n{hbr Amho ho H$ië¶mda H$moUmbmM AmZ§Xmly AmdaUo 
e³¶ Pmbo Zmhr. KamVrb gdmªMm nmR>t~m {OVH$m ‘moR>m {VVH$mM H$m°boO ‘Yë¶m gJi¶m§Mmhr hmoVm 
åhUyZ ‘r ho ¶e g§nmXZ H$é eH$bo. Aem H$m°boOMm ‘r EH$ ^mJ hmoVo. AmO hr Amho ¶mMm ‘bm 
Iyn A{^‘mZ Amho. 
               ""‘m°S>©Z H$m°boO, {edmOrZJa'' nmgyZ gwé Pmbobm àdmg ""‘m°S>©Z H$m°boO, 
JUoeqIS>'' ‘Ü¶o ¶oD$ZpñWamdbm. ‘r BWo Ambo, éObo, ~habo. AmOhr ‘mÂ¶m ‘¥Ë¶wer bT>m MmbyM 
Amho nU Varhr ‘r ‘mOr {dÚmWu åhUyZ H$m°boOÀ¶m ghH$m¶m©Zo AmOr {dÚmÏ¶mªÀ¶m CÞVrgmR>r ‘mPm 
ImarMm dmQ>m O‘b {VVH$m CMbV Amho. 
 
 
 

***** 
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Swapnil Shevkari  
There were 8 students in 1st batch of S.Y.B.Sc. (Statistic) he was very sincere student.  

He scored 90% marks in Statistics at F.Y.B.Sc. Level. 

He used to stay very far away place beyond Talegaon Dabhade.  

                He had to spend at least 3 hours in travelling and had to walk the final distance of 1 

km. In spite of all these, he attended 100% lectures and practicals and scored more than 90% 

marks in Statistics at S.Y.B.Sc. level. 

                       Whenever he used to walk away to his home in the evening , it would be dark 

and he used to hear the noise of insect “cricket”. Even he studied at night the noise was to be 

there . But without getting disturbed, he collected the relevant data regarding behavior of 

cricket , analyzed it statistically and presented it in the project competition organized by Pune 

University Statistics Association (PUSA). He secured 1st prize in that project competition. 

Thus he converted his odds into success story in different ways. Now he is perusing his 

Masters in Pune University.  

***** 
 

Samuel Bhosale 
  He was our F.Y.B.Sc.(Comp. Sci.) student In Dec. 2013 , his parents came to the department 

and told us that he had became a critical case in the sense that if he doesn’t pass in the next 

attempt he won’t be admitted to T.Y.B.Sc.(Comp.). They urged us to help their ward in this 

matter. 

We recommended that he should come in the department daily, perform the calculations of 2-3 

practicals and write the journal once again. 

         We assigned one teacher to look after him every day. The boy did this practice for two 

months and appeared for the practical exam in Feb.2014. To our surprise, he scored about 90 

marks in the practical. This success of Samuel is the confounded effect of the efforts taken by 

his parents, our staff members and the boy himself. 

                

*****
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Although, born  in  the  family  of  Engineers,  I  am  happy  to  pursue  my  career  in  the field  
of  Life Sciences. Having  interest  in  the  field  of   Animal  behavior,  Taxonomy , Evolution, 
Molecular Biology  and Genetics, I decided to  complete  my Bachelor’s and Master’s  degree  
in Zoology. 
          The first step was to complete my HSC in the field of science. I completed my 10+2 
from PVG’s Muktangan English School and Jr. College. It was in this institute where I actually 
developed interest in the subject Biology. Comparatively I scored better marks in Biology but 
my overall HSC result was poor. I scored 60% marks in 12th Standard.  My parents supported 
me and encouraged me to continue my education in the same field. 

To pursue my Bachelor’s degree in Science, I took admission in Progressive Education 
Society’s Modern College of Arts, Commerce and Science Ganeshkhind in the year 2010. This 
Institute actually oriented me towards the field of Life sciences. I am very grateful towards 
some of the teachers like Dr. Sanjay Kharat, Dr. Shakira Inamdar, Mrs.Sangeeta Sontakke for 
developing immense interest in Zoology and guiding me in the field of Zoology. It was their 
way of teaching a particular concept, their soft way of interaction and their effort towards 
developing “application of concept” oriented students that actually developed an interest in me 
to study Zoology.  

                 The different workshops regarding tools and techniques, seminars, inter college and 
interdepartmental   poster and model presentations, field visits were added advantages that 
helped me in the actual orientation of the subject. Teachers here also taught me the importance 
of reading reference books and the way in which I should study the subject. 

                    To my surprise then, each individual subject from Zoology had a different way 
and different technique by which it is studied. It was because of these teachers that I inculcated 
such ways to study Zoology with ease. It was because of the efforts taken by the staff of 
Zoology department that I could score 92% in the final year. My joy had no bounds when I got 
to know that I topped not only in Zoology but also topped throughout the science stream in my 
college. My university rank was 4th. Year 2013 was a memorable year for me. I completed my 
Bachelors degree in Principal subject as Zoology with first class with distinction. Apart from 
teachers my Parents, seniors and class mates have a big share in my success. Apart from the 
academic success, my teachers also encouraged me to participate in different compitions. I also 
won prizes in different poster and model presentation at college and inter college level. I was 
also nominated in list of the best students.  

Mrudgandha Ranjanikar  
Student Dept. of Zoology, 

Savitribai Phule Pune University 
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Research fellow at Zoology Dept., 
Savitribai Phule Pune University, 
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The different workshops regarding tools and techniques, seminars, inter college poster and 
model presentations, field visits were added advantages that helped me in the actual orientation 
of the subject. 

 I completed my Bachelors degree in Principal subject as Zoology with first class with 
distinction.  Apart from teachers my Parents, seniors and class mates have a big share in my 
success. All encouraged me to participate in different competitions. I also won prizes in 
different level. 

With the help of guidance from teachers I was able to crack the M.Sc entrance test conducted 
by Department of Zoology, Savitribai Phule University, then I got admitted to Department of 
Zoology for my Masters in Zoology in the academic year 2012-14. This department in itself is 
a self sufficient institute. Adjusting with the design of syllabus  and schedule was a bit difficult 
task. It took six long months for me to cope up with the routine of the department.  Teachers 
here taught me the literature reading and referencing. The major focus of the teachers here was 
on developing practical hands. I learnt different recent techniques from all subfields of 
Zoology. It is my immense pleasure that I got an opportunity to work under the guidance of 
Prof. Kalpana Pai for Six months so as to complete my M.Sc dissertation on cell culture and 
immunology. she actually oriented me towards the research field. in addition to my hard work 
support of my teachers, parents and seniors I completed my M.Sc in Zoology with GPA 4.61 , 
A Grade and 11th rank in university . 

After master started to prepare for competitive exams such as CSIR-NET, GATE and SET. 
I’ve wanted to be a good researcher and teacher. I began to share this basic knowledge and 
then realized my passion for teaching.  

My joy had no bounds when I got to know that,i got selected for teaching post of assistant 
professor on Ad-hoc basis in same department  where i completed my graduation. I had truly 
incredible mentors while working /studying  at Zoology department Modern college. In the 
same year qualified two copetative exams SET (State eligibility for assistant professorship) and 
GATE.  

After having one year teaching experience moved for further studies. I got admitted to M.Phil. 
Programme in Zoology department in SPPU where i got an opportunity to work under the 
guidance of Prof. Saroj Ghaskadbi.  

Currently I'm in the process to submit my M.Phil thesis and pursue degree. This is just the 
foundation of my carrier. I still have to go a long way so as to live my dreams. 

                                                               ***** 
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